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CHAPTER I.*
A

TRAGEDY IN BROADWAY.

Carleton Deering, once k11own as the "man from
nowhere," was found dead in his law office in Broadway, .New· ·York City. He had been shot to death
while seated in his swivel chair at the desk in his
private office.
The · bullet, a thirty-eight caliber, as was demonstrated . later at the autopsy, had penetrated the left
side of his head above the temple and had ranged
downward at an angle of twenty-three degrees and
lodged inside the skull• behind the right ear. Death
-\vas said to have been mstantaneous.
A round hole the size of a silver dollar, from which
cracks and splinters branched out in every direction
lik,e the ·radiations of light from a star, was fm~nd in
th.'e glass of the window located ten feet away from the
desk. This window looked out upon the great thoroughfare o.f the city, and also upon the building that
was opposite the one in which ]:iis offices were located.
This demonstrated where the bullet had entered, and
also at once established the fact that the assassin had
fired it from that other building, which for obvious
reasons we will name the Margate Building-because
.
th~t is not its name.
':fhe body was found by the chief clerk of the office
when he arrived there in the morning.
*'.Ihe .st.i:ange history of the man who was known as John
Carleton for so many years, but whose real name was Carleton
Deering. will be found in t~e preceding issue of this weekly .

Two of the electric l~hts in the room had been
switched on, and were still burning when the clerk
made his discovery. There were many law books,
opened and piled one upon another, on the desk in·
front of the body, showing that the lawyer had been
engaged in the making of a brief at law when he was
killed.
Two small tables, one on either side of him, had
been drawn up within reach of his chair for the accom·
modation of more. books.
his
in
back
leaning
been
had
The murdered man.
chair when the bullet was fired into his brain. His
legs were crossed, the left one over the· right; an open
law book was on his knee; his left hand rested upon
the open book with the index finger of it pointing at
the beginning of a paragra:ph, as if he had been directing his tired eyes with it.
His right hand rested upon the arm of the chair, and
beneath it on the floor was a half-smoked cigar,. evidently dropped from his nerveless fingers when the
bullet hit him.
Rigor mortis had set in when the body was found.
The man had been dead many hours; just how many
could not be determined. It was nine o'clock in the
morning when the discovery was made.
The clerk who found the body hqd been associated
for a long time with his employer, and was devoted
to him; he was also one of the cool-headed kind that
have a habit of_ looking before they leap. His name
was Percy Dalton.
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NICK CARTER STORIES.
His first impulse upon making the discovery was Carleton, the lawyer, and of the wounded lad who
to surpmon the police, but Dalton knew Nick Carter. had been operated upon in a hospital so many years
Be also knew that Nick Carter and his employer had ~Q.
'
long been close friends-particularly since a great
As John Carleton he had married, ha~· been blessed
change had come into the life of Carleton Deering, to with a daughter then sevente~~' and hac:l l9st his .wife ;
but he remembered nothing of either of them_:...:.until
which a slight reference will presently be made.
Dalton did not sumgi.ort the police when he made that daughter returned from Europe. ' then, l~ow
the gruesome discovery. He seized upon the telephone ever, under the sympathy and love of his child,_ll1el11and summoned Nick Carter. As soon as he had the ory had' been gradually restored. An aunt ' of 11is, a
detective in person at the phone he said:
sister of his mother, had bee11 found; and so; lii,tle by
"Mr. Carter, can you come down here at once? A little, the memory of those two forgotten pasts can:ie
terrible thing has happened. Mr. Deering is dead. I back to him. He assumed his right name, the name
shall keep the outer door of the office locked until you he had been horn with, that of' Carleton Deeri~g, .rearrive, so. that no one else may enter until you do. I sumed his practice of the law, took his aunt and his
will st~p into the corridor to await your coming." daughter to live with him in ci: riew house he had been
And so it was that when the detective entered the law building, and things had gone oh, evenly and smootl!ly,
office, he and Percy Dalton, the clerk, were the only for almost a year c:tt the time of the happ~ning of this
persons who knew of the tragedy.
awiul tragedy that has already b.een partly des<:;ribed.
. And now a few paragraphs in regard to the strange
·Before Nick Carter entered the office whete ·the
history 0£ Carleton Deering, for it is necessary that we dead man was seated in hi s chair at his des~. he ;i.sked
shot:1ld understarld something about it b!!fore we pro- a few questions o.f the clerk, Dalton.
_ .·
ceed with the story that is to be told here.
"\Vhat time did you get here, Dalton?" he· inquired.
Until recently Carleton Deering had been known
"Ori the stroke of nine, Mr." Garter. I don't think
atici:had practiced law under the name of John Carle- it was many !ninutes "after that when 1 called you ·on
·
·
.·
· · :-._
ton. He had lived nineteen years of his life under the telephone."
that .narpe. He had attained success, eminence, and
" No. It was five minutes past nine when you calied.
wealth as John Carleton, and had been favorably Tell me about the discovery." ·
known everywhere .
"The. moment I unlocked the door I thonght that
.But ~11 t,hr~mgh his life as Carleton he had been the somefhing was · wrong. I could see that the ·lights
victim of .a form of aphasia, and had possessed no were still burning in Mr. Deering's private office. : ·'I
me1116ry· whatever of whom he had been before that went into it and found the body. Then I -telephoned
time. Then, one. morning, following upon many days to you, locked the door,' and came out here to wait
of clos.e appl"icatiort to his legal work, he had fallen a , Fortunately none of the other employees hav e arrived
victim to it a second time, passing from Carleton back as yet."
•
.
.
to the man he had been before.
" vVeU, remain ·here. Send everybody away who
On that morning he had encountered Nick Carter on comes. I will summon you when I want you." "
the street without knowing him at all, althoug)1 ~s
Then the detecti ve passed inside the office, dosed
Ca"rletcin he had known the detective well.
and locked the door, and began his preli!llin~iy inv~s.,.
But Ca'rleton had insisted that his name was Philip tig.ati.on . .
Maddox~ although his memory o_f things, and of locali". ties, ·aHd' of ·the city of New .York itself ended ?t a
CHAPTER ·II.
time· that was nineteen years before that particular
CLOSED FOR "!'HE WEEK. .
morning. But he did remember persoqs a,nd places
.
.· .
'
that. were familiar · to hini in that previous existence,
The things that haye already been described~;h~r~
atid a:rn6ng fhe persons was a Doctor Parson'S, who had Nick Carter saw almo!lt at a ..glance when: he el'lt~red
befriended him in that long ago.
.
that room of death. The position of the - l)ody{ its
·Doctor Parsons was found. Through hih1 it was relati on to the window through which the b~llet-,had
learned that ten years before the beginning of the passed, he saw and understood.
.
.
_ _
career of Philip Maddox, a hoy had been found wanThe very first work that he did upon . e11t_erfog.. the
dering in the streets; a boy of seventeen:, who was an room was characteristic. We will des<;:ribe j t, for it
imbecile because of a wound that he had somehow re- gi.ves. an ideci. of the thor,ot1ghness of his metho9s in
c~i:v~d near .the base of pis skull.
case of this sort.
· .: ...
That boy had been operated upon by competent
Remember, too, that the dead mq.n had b~W.: -l1is
surgeons. His intelligence had been- restored, but not friend; that they had kqown each other ten _~or ~fls:ven
his memory; and to that boy, with his intelligence yea~s , while D~er:ing was. the lawyer · (:µrre op:,", and
restored, had been given the name of Philip Maddox. th,at during the la.s t year they h;id peen inti~Ws...'. ,,
Nick Carter persisted in his efforts to unravel the
But the detective cr4shed h_is sorrow· into lh'e . bac~
tangle of identities, Every known means was tried ground and gave himself only to the " prg.f~ sLonal
to make the Philip Maclclox, whorn Nick met on the work that he . had in . hand. He had to for~ ,£ " that
streets that morping, ·recall the experienc~s of John Deering had been a friend.
,}'{~,s• ,
.... .,. ...
•.
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He opened a d~awer in the desk where he knew "I have, not disturbed anything down here. Everythat Deering had been in the h(!bit of keeping a ball thing is just as I found it."
'~Oh, I know that without your saying so."
of twine. He secured that and placed it on top of
"I may not•be here when your men get here. Hustle
one of the piles of books near the body.
He reached for the paste which the lawyer kept the coroner up a bit, will you? I think the body ought
upon his desk, and, in doing so, discovered a piece of to be out of here as soon as possible."
gum wrapped in paraffin paper, such as one gets from
"All right. You prepare the family. I'll attend to
the machines in the subway stations for a cent. He the rest of it."
put that into his mouth and began to chew it vigor"There is just one ' thing, inspector, 'that I would
ously. •
like to say."
V/hen the gum was softened he divided it into
"What is it?"
quarters and clipped off two short lengths of the · "It has just occurred to me, since I have been talktwine. Then he fastened the four pieces of gum to ing to you, that there may be a clew to this thing
the perforated pane of the window through which among. Deering's papers; in his safe or in his desk;
the bullet had passed, one above, one below the hole, · or among his letters."
and one at either side of it; and he fastened the four
"Possibly."
ends of the two pieces of twine beneath· the section~
"l ' was going to suggest that you direct your ·men .
of guin so that they crossed each other at the center to leave them alone for the present, and tqat you and
of the hole.
I come here together this evening ·and go over them.
Then he cut off another section of the twine, much What do you think about it?"
longer. He tied one end of it to the two pieces ~f
"I think that it is a good idea. We'll do it."
twine where they crossed each other over the hole 111
"All ~ight. The11 I'll go to you as soon as I can get'
the window, and he drew it straight backward to the around to it."
bo!'.ly-to the bullet hole _in the dead man's head.
"Yes. Make it as soon as you can conveniently get
It was not difficult then for him to determine be- here, instead of waiting till evening."
yond any question of doubt from wh_ich window of
"All right."
tha-t building at the opposite side of the street ~he
Outside in the corridor of the building Nick found
bullet had been fired, and, having do!1e that to his sat- Dalton still on guard, but now he had the stenographer
isfaction, he removed the twine and the gum, and dis- and two of the otber clerks for company.
posed of them.
"I held them here till you should come out, Mr.
Then he went to the telephone and called up police Carter," he said. "J did not know but that you might
hfadquarters, having himself put into direct communi- like to talk with them."
cation .with the ~nspector in charge of the detective
"Not at the. present moment," replied the detective.
bureau.
"What I do want is this: You may all return to your
"Can you account for it, Nick?" the inspector homes, just now, or go where you will, but you are
asked, over the telephone.
not to talk about this tragedy to any one. Remember
"Not in the least, inspector," the detective replied. that! You are not even to tell that it has happened:
"You were rather intimately associated with Deerr Just say that you have a day off, if any questions are
ing, weren't you?" was the next question.
asked. Understand?"
"Yes," they replied in unison.
"Yes. I have known_him quite well almost elev.en
"I want you all to be here to-morrow morning at
years. For the past -year we have been warm personal
nine o'clock. At that time we will discuss the matter
·
friends."
thoroughly; and by then I will be better informed as
"Have you got any theories about this case?"
·
to what questions I may wish to ask you. You 'may
"Not one."
"Of course I will put some of my own men on the go now."
case, Nick, but I think I had better ask you to assign
They werit, all except Dalton, who lingered in obeyourself to it, also."
dience to a gesture Nick made to him.
"I have already done that, inspector. I'll find the
Nick's first act then was to paste a placard upon the
person who did this thing b.efore I take up another door which he had prepared while he 'Yas still inside
thing."
the office. It read: "Office closed for the rest of the
"Good! We will ·work together, eh?'
week. Apply at Room 1046."
"Assuredly."
"Read that," he said to Dalton.
"Well, I will attend to all the necessary details in
"Yes, sir. I have read it."
the matter; the coroner, and all 'that. You may -go
"I warit you to go into Mr. Miner's office and wait
right to work in whatever manner suits you best."
there. Tell Mr. Miner what has happened, and say
I
"AU right, inspector."
that I sent you. Remain there throughout the day,
"I suppose the .first thing to be done is to notify and be there again to-morrow morning at nine. To
the family, eh?"
all who appear, seeking Mr. Deering, say that he died
"Yes. I will attend to that," replied the detective . suddenly in his chair a.t his desk last ni ght, and that

•
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you found him there · this morning. You need say
nothing about the murder part of it."
"I understand, Mr. Carter."
''Some officers will be here presently. ;\Jmit them
to the office, of course; but admit no person whomsoever, without due authority."
"Very well, Mr. Carter."
"You may return to the office now, long enough
to call up the telephone exchange and ask for the
manager. Tell hih1 that :Mr. Deering has died suddenly, and that no telephone calls will · be answered
from that number unless they come from police headquarters. Do you understand?"
"Yes," said Dalton.
"I will return here during the course of the clay.
You are to remain in Mr. Miner's office all the day,
as if you were in Deering's."
"Yes, Mr. Carter."
The detective . sought the elevator. Below, he
crossed the street to the building opposite and asked
for the · superintendent.

STORIES.

"Yes."
"So in case any person came into the building, s~y
last night, after eight o'clock, he was compelled to
ring the bell for the night man, and it is likely that
the night man would remember him, eh?"
.
1
'Decidedly. More than that, too."
"What more?"
"He has instructions to enter upon a book, that he
has for that purpose, the name and the number of
the room of each tenant who enters the l!>uilcling after
hours."
"Oh! I see. So if any one came in last night after
hours, the name of that person and the number of
the room to which he was supposed to be going would
be entered upon that book?
"vVhat about persons who remain inside the building till after it is closed?"
"No attention i~ paid to them, sir, unless, of course,
such a person happens to be an utter stranger; , but
even then I don'~ suppose the night man would pay
any attention to such a person if he looked respectable.
The night man cannot be expected to know the faces
and
names of all the tenants."
CHAPTER III.
"Certainly not. Your night man 1s now at . his
THE WINDOW OPPOSITE.
home and in bed, doubtless?"
"Yes."
"Mr. Scisson," the detective said to the superintendent of the Margate Building as soon as he was
"\i\Trite his name and address upon this card Jor
in the presence of that perso11, "I want the number of me," said the de.tectivei prodticing one. "\i\Then you
a room on the twelfth floor of this building. It is have done that, get the night man's book. I want ·
the room into which the fourth window from the 'to look at it."
south end of it opens. ·w hat number would that be?' '
"Who are you, sir? You haven't told me that yet.
I dG>n't know whetl1er I should show you that bopk
"Twelve-ejghteen, sir." .
"Who occupies that room?"
or not."
Nick told him who he was, and the book was forth"It is one of a. suite of fise rooms," \\'as the reply.
coming without delay.
"\Veil, that doesn't reply to my question."
"The lease is it1 the name of a Mr. Paul Creighton.
The record showed that only one man had entered
He sublets to other persons. I cannot say as to just the building after hours during the preceding night,
who occupies that particular office to which you refer, and that he had entered it only fifteen minutes after
although it is my impression that it is the one that Mr. the outer door was do eel and locked. There was no
Creighton reserves for himself. But you can easily record, however, to show ,-.·hat time it was when he
ascertain--"
went away again; and, strangely enough, that person
"Yes, I know. What time do yoti close the build- was the Mr. Paul Creighton to whom the superining at night?"
tendent had referred as being the lessee 0£ the suite of
"It is never really closed, sir."
rooms of which No. 1218 was one.
But Nick Carter came very quickly to the determi"What do you mean by that-by not being really
closed?"
nation that it was merely a coincidence that Paul
"There is a hallman on duty at the front door all Creighton had been there, for, he argued to himself,
night. Many of the tehants work at night. That is if Paul Creighton had contemplated such a crime as
the habit all over town just now, it would seem."
had been committed, he would not have gone so
"But the front door, the main entrance, is locked openly to the b~ilding, so soon after it was closed.
at a certain hbur, isn't it?"
He would have remained inside of it, or-- Well,
"Yes, sir; at eight o'clock in the evening."
the cletecth:e would investigate the subject, anyway;
"Do the tenants carry keys to that door?"
as it happened, it was destined to prove a foi::tunate
"No, sir."
circumstance that Paul Creighton had gone to · his
.
"How do they get inside in case one of them should office after hours on that particular night, even if it
wish to do so ?"
did cast suspicion upon him for a time.
·
Finding that the night man's book could tell mm
"There is an electric bell for the night man, sir.
You would only have to press upon the button to bring nothing, Nick took the elevator and went to room
him to the door to admit you."
p18.
"I see; and to run the elevator, too, eh?''
The glass of the doo was lettered "Priv~te,~' and
1

NICK CARTER STORIES.
beneath that word was the inscription : "Entranc;e at
Room 1222." Nick went to 1222.
·The detective counted the names' upon that door before he opened it, and he copied each one of th 1
down on the back of an envelope; then he went inside.
"I wish to see Mr. Creighton," he said to the
stenographer, who looked up inquiringly upon his entrance.
She directed him to the proper room without rising,
anq. Nick passed into Mr. Paul Creightot1's office, closing the door after him as he did so.
It was a genial, kindly faced gentlemat1 of that
type which is generapy called the "old school" who
looked up from the · morning paper he was readihg
ati.d greeted the detective with a cordial "G:Jod tnoi:ning, sir."
"You ate Mr. Creighton?" Tick asked, drawing a
chair forward and seating himself upon it; for he
was convinced the instant he sa\v this benign old gentleman that no such person as he was could. have had
anything to do with the murder of Carleton Deering.
. "I am," was the reply.
"I am Mr. Carter, the detective. There is tny card,''
said Nick. "Will you answer me a few questions, :ivir.
Creighton, some of which may appear to be rather
intjmate and personal?"
"On what subject, it you please?"
"I would rather not e){plain that until I have asked
the questions ; but the subject v.·ill be mad e plain to
you before we have proceeded far."
"Very well. sir. I will hear the questions; but I will
reserve the right not to answer them, unless--"
"Oh, certainly."
"Proceed, Mr. Carter."
"What time did you leave this building yesterday
afternoon, Mr. Creighton?"
"Between half past five and si.x Q' clock. "
"You returned to it again, later, did you not?"
"I did." .
"vVhat time was that?"
"I looked at my watch as I entered at the st reet
door-there is a rule here that renders that neces ary
-it ~as exactly fiftee1~ minute~ after eight. 'l ~iad
tried to arri ve here before the door would be closed,
but ·w<ls detained."
"Did you come then to thi s office?"
"I did; though how all .this interests you, S il' , is
more than I can imagine."
"Please be patient with me for a moment, Mr.
Creighton."
' "Very well, sir."
"What time did you again leave the building after
• /
you· entered it at a quarter past eight?"
"At once. The night man held the elevator at this
floor to take me down again. I was not in this office
five minutes, if that long. I was at my home near the
One Hundred and Eighty-first Street Station of the
subway •at five minutes after nine."

"Was any other person in any of the offices of thi s
suite when you were here?"
"No, sir."
, "Do you know Mr. Carleton Deering. the lawye r, in
the building opposite?"
"I know him by reputation. "
"Mr. Deering was murdered last night. He was
shot to death while seated in the chair at his desk in
his private office, and the bullet that killed him was
fired from the window of this office," 'said the dete tive impressively.

CHAPTER IV.
A QUESTION OF MANY KEYS.

The old gentleman sat very still without moving at
all for a full minute after hearing the startling an ·
nouncement that the detective made to him. Then he
said, speaking very calmly :
"It is awful, i\fr. Carter. Terrible. I assume that
you are positive in regard to the· statement you have
made, else you would not have made it. "
"Quite so, Mr. Creighton."
"'How have you convinced yourself that the bu)let
was fired from my window?' '
"By the position of the dead body, the course of '
the bullet where it penetrated the brain of the victim. the hole made through the glass ,o f the window
of Deering's office, and by making use of a primitive
fo rm of theodolite, manufactured on the moment, by
which I took a sight, as a civil engineer would say."
" It directed you to this window?"
"It did."
"And there can be no doubt of it?"
"None whatever."
"You suspected me?"
"Not at all; not even befote_I saw you, and certainly not after that."
"Thank you. But why not? It would seem.--"
"You returned Here too early; too soon after the
letter
build in-g was closed, as if you had forgotten
or a paper which you had meant to take away with '
you, and--=-"
''Which happens to be actually the situation, Mr.
c
Carter."
''vVell, we need not go farther into that, need we?"
"No; if you are entire1y convinced that I know
nothing about it."
"I am."
"Then in what way can I be of assistance to you,
Mr. Carter?'~
"Possibly you cannot assist me at all; possibly you
can. I would like to question you rather closely, now
' that you understand the case."
"As closely as yott desire, sir."
"\i\That was the condition of this office when you returned to it at a quarter past eight?"
"Precisely as it was when I left it soon after half
past five. "
"You found nothing here, saw nothing here, to sug-

a
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gest that another person had been into the room in
your absence?"
"Nothing. I was the last one to leave these offices.
I always am. I think it is a rare occurrence when one
of my subtenants comes here at night; in fact, I do
not remember such a circumstance since I have occu~
pied these offices."
"How long have you occupied them?"
"Seven years."
.,. "To arrive at the door of this suite of rooms from
the elevator one has to pass along the side corridor
of the building, and thence along this one to the door.
In doing so one passes many . other offices."
"Naturally."· ·
· ." Did you notice if there were lights in any of those
offices when you passed them on your -\.vay here last
night?"
"They were all dark. So far as I know there was
· not a lighted office on this floor."
"Did you observe ~ny lighted offices anywhere in
the building?"
"I did not."
"Did you encounter any person other than the night
man when you were here?"
"No. He was the -only person I saw at all, inside
the building."
':Did you notice fron'l the outside if there was a
light anywhere in the building?"
"I did not."
"Who was the first person to arrive here this
morning?"
"I was. I always am. I am an early riser. I am
usually here at my desk at eight o'clock in the morning."
"Was the door locked this morning when you arrived here ?"
"It was."
"Did you lock it when you went out the last time,
last rtight ?"
"I did; and tried it afterward to make sure. I
always do that."
'
"How many keys are there to the outer door?"
"Twelve." He pulled 0pen a drawer of his desk.
"I have five of them here, as you see. I carry one,
each of my five tenants has one, and the stenographer
-has one. That accounts for all of them."
"A duplicate might easily be- made from one of
those keys."
"Of course."
"Can you give me any information' _in regard to
your five tenants?"
"Very little. They come and go. Three of them
have been with me a long time. One of the others has
been with me a year, and the remaining one came
seven months ago."
"I have a list of their names which I copied from
the door. Can you make any suggestion in regard to
a1'y one< of them?"
"Only this: That I consider it 'as utterly prepos-

terous that any oi1e of them could have criminal knowledge of this terrible affair."
"Naturally. Are they all here to-day, do you
I.tow?"
"One of them, the one who has been with me seven
months, is in Chicago. I received a wire from him
yesterday asking that his mail be forwarded. He is
a dealer in railway supplies. Another-the one who
has been with me the longest, and who came here with
me from the Liberty Building, lectured last evening
at the Arts Club. I know this because he asked me to
be present, and because there is a report of it in this
paper that I have just been reading."
"There are three others-and the young woman
who is the stenographer."
•
·
"They are doubtless all here by this time. Do you
wish to see them?"
"Yes; if we can make some excuse so that they will
not understand the reason for the questions."
"I have one ready at hand, Mr: Carter."
"Good! What is it?"
"I have missed an important document from my
desk this morning. I have searched everywhere for
it and cannot find it: I greatly feared that it has
been dropped upon the floor, and so lost. Come with
me. You may leave the line ,of questioning to me. I
know your wishes in the matter."
They passed into the other offices together then,
but we need not recount all that was asked and told
in the next few moments. It was sufficient that Nick,
at the expiration of ten minutes, was satisfied that
none of the persons in that office, including the
stenographer, had any knowledge of the frightful
thing that had occurred in the building across the
street. They returned to Mr. Creighton's office.
NI.ck crossed to the window through which the bullet must have been sped on its errand of death, and
stood there for a time looking out.
He could see into- Deering's office imperfectly, and
he noticed that the officers had arrived from headquarters. He turned back into the room again.
"It is a murder without a clew, Mr. Creighton," he
said, resenting himself. He felt an unusual admiration for the old gentleman. "I should tell you that
Mr. Deering was a close ,personal friend of mine. I
am interested in the case much more than in a purely
professional way."
·
"I can well understand that, Mr. Carter."
"And I shall bring that murderer to justice."
"I believe you will. I hope you will, surely."
"Will you make further inquiries for me during the
day, Mr. Creighton?"
"Certainly. In what respect?"
"Find out for me if any of the people who have
k~y~.to this office has mislaid a key, or has lost it
temporarily, at any time; or if the key has been loaned
to another for tht purposes of an errand, at any time.
If such a thing has happened it might help. That line.
of questioning includes the stenographer, of course."
"Of course. Yes, I will do that."
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"And I will call upon you again soon," said the detective, as he took his leave.
''Come whenever it plea~es you to do so, Mr. Car•
. ·
ter. Good day." .
CHAPTER V.
SOMETHIN:G THAT MADE THE DET:\!:CTIVE. WONDER.

Nick Carter went by the subway to the home of
Carleton . Deering. He had the unpleasant duty to
perform of taking the awful news of what had hap~
pened to the aged woman who was Deering's aunt,
- and to the beautiful girl, just past eighteen, who was
his daughter; who had grown up as Allison Carlet911
and in the belief that Carleton was her father's name,
l:>ut -.,vho was now Allison Caiileton Deering.
He found both of them at home, and we need not
rel~te the ordeal through which all three of them
passed during the ensuing half hour. It .was the old
lady; long past seventy, who succumbed . temporarily
to the shock_; Allison bore up under it splendidly.
"He was a dear good father, Mr. Carter," she said,
when she had partially recovered from the· first
anguish of it all. "Who could . have committed such
1
•
•
.
. -a te~r_i_ble sin - ~gainst -him. ' •
"Alas, ' Allison, tha_f.will be difficult to determine."
"It :;eems ·hard to believe that he had an. enet11y . in
·
.
.
·
all the world." .
the
.another,"
or
form
"We all have enemies in· one
by
.o<;casioned
_
is
it
"Sometimes
replied.
.. detective
- _pure. .cmirnos_ity; sometimes it is the consequerice· of a
fancied wrong; it may be the result of some form of
jealqusy or cupidity. One never knows." .
"May it not have been an accident?"
aNo, Allison, this. was the result of no accident."
, .''But, think a moment. H a · man had been stand.
,- "
ing in· that window cleaning a pistol: '!.T.he mere suggestion is absurd," he interrupted
ber. '!It is not to be tbougpt of. . The · pers.o n who
fired that bi,tllet procured the key t9 Crei'ghton's'. ~ffice
at some tim"'. in the past, , with the express purpose of
-·
_
, committing that crlme."-. ·
.
·
"Oh) it seems incredible."
"I knqw it does; .but that is the condition: we -must
'
;Jae'?." ·
it?"
did
who
out
find
ever
you
"How can
'_.' I don't _know; but I want to ·ask . yott some ques., -tions, and .I want you to try to· answer ·me very
·
clearly, my dea_r."
· "Oh; I will. Indeed, I will."
o"¥opr father ~nd I were intimate friends.
body was closer to him than I have been .during the
·
·p¥!; .year,"
.
..
know that."
Formerly-after the recovery of hts nlemory, or,
r~thfr~ while it was in process of returning-I used
to question him frequently about it. I would ask him
i_f !i.e :~e111embered this or that thing that had happened
while,Jie was John Carleton."
"Y ?"
.
.
. " es· .
- -. '; $9mettmes he did remeµ1ber; often he did not.

::r

7

'i\Then he did not recall the circumstance to which I
happened to refer, _I could see that it annoyed him,
.and so, as his memory grew clearer, I gradually aban'
doned the habit of questioning him."
"I understand you. "
"Now, you were nearer to him, closer to him. How
perfectly do you think he recalled .the life he lived
'·
·' ·
'
' as John Carleton.?"
"To tell you the truth, Mr. Carte~, I d6n't believe
he ever recctlled it very clearly. I am sure that he
used to pretend that He did when he did not, in fact.
The papers . at his office told hfrn many ~hirtgs, and
with their aid I am sure that lie r.ecalled m~ny ~}r
cumstances that would have remained totally forgotten ~ut for them. · B4t all the same I do hot think
that his memory_was ever perfect in regard to that
.
time."
"Take a more intimate view of it, Allison.''
. ···'
.
_ "I don't understand you."
" All of your own childhood ~ith him, 'Y~~n he..:was
1
John Carleton, must be _vividly _cle<!-r: .to y9u? ' · -·
. - ''. . _
"Indeed it ls; all 6£ i't." · · ·
"And you talked w,ith him frequently, ~id you not,
abou.t things · tl1at h_ad _ happened while ·'.ycni- were a
child, which he should have remembered· .if he had
•,-_. .. ·" .. ' ''" . :. '
:
been entirely norma_l?"
· . ::· '. ..
"Yes, indeed.''
• "Did he always rem~n1ber the.m_?"_ .'- :. :, ... · ~- . '- ·
"Some of them lie remembered perfectly; others he
had totally forgotten, although he tried !10t~ t~ Ie:t:me
' •· : ·' ·
.
see that he had done so."
of ·the cirai1)i
to
refer·
voluntarily
ever
he
. "Did
cumstances that happened when you were~ :a_ ~~hild?
To a new one that had not been mentioned·'between
. ' , · . ·- .
yot1 before, I mean?" "No; he never did that. He would often refer a
had alsecond and a .third time· to a subject that
.
ready discussed."
"To one that he had already succeeded · i11" recalling
to his memory with your ass·istance, you mean?-':' .
·
\ "Yes."
have told
"You
detective.
~'Thank you," said the
. ,
know."
to
wanted
I
me what
1
'What is it?• What_were you endeavoring'. to de·· · . "
.
termine ?" she-asked.
"I have cjetermined this: The person who fired the
' shot . that . killed ·your father w4s' 'Undoubteilly·:some
.person who was associated with him· in his .past, and
was probably due to a circumstance .that he had en· tirely forgohen, else he might have avoided it.';- _
"To .his past as John Carleton, or as _Philip Mad'" .. _ · .
do~?"
.. "More likely Carleton than Madde~~ .· The ~eriod as
Carleton was the one he had forgotten. The period
as Ma dox, he remembered perfectly; ·Or he seemed
· _....
to do so."
"Still, it might have been either?"
"Quite so. Still it would seem to ~1e that if he
,
had made_an enemy who was as dangerous as this one
hEtS been proved to. be, while he was Maddox, and haq

we·

~-----
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removed. There was no evidence remammg of th e
tragedy save for a spot or two that stained the rug
,
·'
near the_chair at the desk.
The time was three o'clock in the afternoort, bur,
notwithstanding that fact , the detective drew· tlie curtains at the windows and switched on the electric
lights, for he knew that there must be one' person
somewhere who would. tie interested in keep'ing watch
· up.o n all that happened in or near that offict;-the per:son who had fired the fatal shot.
"I believe, inspector," the detective said to his contpanion, "that the safe or the desk, or that filing cabinet
in this office, contains the solution of this mystery."
· "Why?" asked the inspector, smiling. They had
had no opportunity to discuss the case at all U1,ltil
then.
"Because there could be only one reason for the
cornmission of such a deliberate and premeditated
crime as this one was, and because whatever · mqtive
was behirn;I it. I am convinced· that it had· to do with
Deering's past."
"Rather a complicated past, wasn't it?" the in. spector remarked.
"So complicated that it was pathetic."
"Suppose you give me a brief epitome of that past,
so that I can get the threads of it together before we
begin on this furniture."
,
"Very well. · A boy named Carleton Deering. had P.n
invalid mother who was the twin sister .of that other
Mrs. Deering now at the Deering home: The sisters
r'narried brothers. Carleton's mother brought him to
this country from England, where she haa to come for
her health. The boy was mischievous and annoyed his
mother, and it was determined to send him back again
to England to school.
·
.
. "He was sent,' in charge of another uncle named
Mayhew-and it so happened that the boy stood between that Mayhew and an inheritance; wherefor
Mayhew resolved that the lad should be lost overboard.
·
"He was shot in the back of the head and thrown
overboard from the ship while it was steaming down
New Nork Bay. The boy alighted on a floating piece
of piling and was picked up, and his life saved. That
ship, by the w~y, was lost at sea, and not a soul on
board of it was ever heard from; so the boy's mother
naturally supposed that he perished in the wreck.
"Instead of that, he was wandering about the streets
of New York an apparently hopeless imbeojle as the
consequence of his injury. He was then seventeen
years old.
"Doctor Pardee, long since dead, discovered · him,
became interested in the case, enlisted the service~ . 2f ·
Doctor Parsons and other doctors, and an op~r.ation
I
was
-performed on the boy which restored hi_.s:: .i~1t~l~iCHAPTER VI.
gence, but not his memory.
,.
ONE MAN'S MYSTERIOUS PAST.
"All of his past was· an utter blank to him ; ~eve.n his
Nick Carter and the inspector entered the private name; and so Pardee gave him the nam.e of )>hilip
office of Carleton Deering together.
Maddox, for no other reason than that it was the
The body of the slain lawyer had ~ong _since been first one that occurred to him.
f .

remembered that enemy as he did remember everything that pertained to Maddox, he would have
guarded against such a thing as this. If he had pulled
clown his curtains last night, at the office, this could
not have happened. Allison, did he evef talk with
you about any of his life that was lived as Philip Maddox?"
. ,,
"Never at all. He always avoided the subject."
"Did you ever attempt to question him about it?"
"Twice; and I will never forget the last time."
"Why not?"
"I ·made him angry; that is, he was nearer to being
angry at. me than I have ever known him to be, be~
fore or smce."
.
"Tell me about both of those occasions."
"Oh, the first one didn't amount to , much. I ~aid
to him one evening, when we were i11 the library
together; th;t it must be strange to him. to recall so
vividly all of that former life as Philip Maddox, which
ended so abruptly and was followed by a lapse of
nineteen years."
"'What did he say to that, Allison'?"
"He looked at me rather cqriously for a moment
be~ore he replied, and, when he dip answer, I was
~ure that ·it was not in the words that he had intended
to use. 4 He only said, very gen tty :
"'Allison, I would much rather not discuss the sub·
ject with you.' ·That was all."
"Now, tell me about the second time."
"I began by · asking him if he remembered my
mother.
""Yes," he replied. 'I remember her now, perfectly, thanks to Nick Carter and Doctor Parsons,
and to you.'
" 'There was never any othe.r woman but her, was
there'f' I asked .quickly. · 'You never married any
other woman whe_n you were Philip Maddox, did
you?' That \Vas what made him angry."
"I don't wonder. You did not understand what
your quest'10n meant, or you would not have asked it.
What did he saw in reply?"
"He left his chair, and he was very a\1gry. 'Allison/ he said, very sternly, 'from this time on I forbid
you to refer .to the subject of my past again in any
form;' and with that he left the room; and he shut
himself ·up in his study for the remainder of that
evening. · I remember that I did not see him even at
the breakfast table in the morning. He had gone to
his · bffi.ce before I came downstairs."
Nick Carter left the house very soon after that, pondering deeply.
''I wonder," he said to himself, under his brea.th
several times. "I wonder."

-,
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"Pardee and Parsons helped him after that He
learned, very quickly. He graduated at the College
of the City of N.ew York. Later h~ worked f()r a
commission house in Duane Street and received a
good salary. He ·became more or less . addicted to
drink. He was an absinth drinker. ·
"He called the day 6n which the operation had been
performed on him his birthday; and so, on his birthday, ten years after the operation, he got drunk on
..
absinth.
"We never- knew but very little about his awakel.)ing
from that debauch, save _that its effect was to bring
on a,n attack of a form of aphasia. He awakened with
no memory of Maddox, but evidently with some glimmering of his former ~ife as Carleton Deering. for he .
called himself John Carleton. He• studied faw, and
bec;pne a: brilliani lawyer; as John C:a.rleton - and that
period lasted nineteen· years. . ·
•
_ _
"In the meantime he .married and Allison was born;
hi.s wife died. After ninetee11 years as John Carleton
he had charge of an ipiportant case before the appellate division of the si,1preme court, and, in preparing
it, he overworked his brain.
"He-: was living at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel at
the time. He worked all night at his office, then went
t1o t?e hotel at six in the morning and re~ired, ·1eavi11g
word at the office-as we afterward discovered-to
b~ called at two in the af terno~n. ·
"He awakef1ed, however, a short time. before he
Was to ·be called, but he awakened as the former Philip
Maddox, with no recollection whatever of John Carletc;m, the lawyer, and with only the memory of . that
debauch of nineteen years before, which he firmly believed to have happened the preceding night.
"He supposed that a joke had been played upon
him, and that he was in the room of a stranger. He
was certain that he had never ~e&n .it before. He
dressed and went out of the hotel-and I happened
to be almost the first acquaintance of his that met .him.
"I met hirrt on the avenue and ·bowed to him. . He
stopped me ·with the remark that I appeared to reco&'nize him, although he . did not know me.
· .
"Frbm that point, ·inspector, we worked. out what I
Sttppdsed to be a gradual restoration of his .memory,
not only as Carleton, but as the boy, for lie was again
Maddox; ·but I believe now that he never had very
rriuch memory of that past. He did remember some
of it; enough to convince him; but the most of it was
hazy, I firmly believe.
... ~'B'ht. we found out that he was Carleton Deering,
an,d .he did recall his boyhood days, rather clearly; ·but
T feel :certain that he never did recall very mu,ch of
Carleton.·
"Those nineteen years lived as Carleton remained
more or less a' blank with just enough light on them
to satisfy others. That's all."
"By Jove, Nick, I think I'd rather be dead than to
. ·' have
experiences like that," said the inspector. "Now,
just what is your idea of this murder?"
.,,

..
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''I think that the motive for it could be due only to
something that has happened while he was Carleton,
or while he was Maddox."
"Which?"
"I inclined to ·the Carleton end of it until I talked
with the daughter. She told me something that· has
made me think that it might have been Maddox, after
all."
•
"What was it?"
_ "~e asked him rather abruptly one evening about
her mother; and then when he assured Allison that he
remembered her mother, the girl asked if ttiere had
been any other woman. He was angry-but such
anger could be explained on general principles. The
girl didn't know what she was talking about."
' "She might have hit the nail on the hea9 for all
that."
"That is precisely what I am referring to." . ,
"Well, what are you going to do about it?" .
"I have already got Chick, Patsy, Ida Jones, and
Adelina at work searching the records of the bureau
of vital statistics, here and in Jersey,· and, in fac.t,
everywhere in. the vicinity. If any record of a Philip
Yladdox being married is found, it will be· traced, to
discover if it was Carleton Deering."
"And then-- But I see the point."
"I don't much beli~ve in the marriage idea; .but, inspector, suppose that at the time · he forgot Maddox
and became Carleton, he \vas about to be !iiarried.:._
,
and forgot all about it?"
" 'Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned,' " the
inspector quoted.
"Exactly my idea. Suppose the wedding day was
set for Philip Maddox to marry .some young · woman
he had selecteq for a wife? She would not be likely
to forgive him n~adily for jiJting her as he would .
have appear~,d to h~ve clone."
"I guess not, Nick."
"Then another thing."
"VI ell?"
"That day _when I met him in front of the hotel,
when he had returned to Maddox and did not know
me, almost one of the first things th<:tt I told him
about, regarding h.is life as Carleton, was that he had
been married, and then had a daughter seventeen years
old, who was traveling in Europe. . See? I have
thought since this has happened that if I l\ad not told
him that, and so frightened him, perhaps, in his delicate condition of mind, he might, presently, have told
me about-well, ·about something of the. sort we have
been discussing."
0

CHAPTER VII.
THE

F~CE

AT THE WINDOW.

Every receptacle in the offices of Carleton Deering
was searched thoroughly by Nick Carter and the . inspector Every paper, letter, document, or other· writirig that they contained, was examined. There was
not so much as a scrap discovered that could throw
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evert a ray of light ' tlpon the mystery which confounded them.
~t. was late in the afternoon when they began their
seilr.ch; it was half past eight o'clock · in the evening
wh,en _they. concluded it.
·"·Nothing doittg, eh?" said the inspector, when ~11 ·
was finished.
"N ottiing."
"Suppose you show me now how you fixed upon
that window in the opposite building from whence
the bullet was fired."
1
'AU right."
Nick switched off the electric lights preparatory
doing so, in order that they 111ight be enabled to see
better across the street to the other building. Then he
reached out and raised the curtciih at the wirtclow
through which the bullet had come on its de~dly
errarid: ·: N~turally, simultaneously with the act of ta1smg
the curtain, he· raised his eyes to the window opposite
- the window of Paul Creighton's office: and, as he
did so, he· uttered a sharp exclamation and threw up
the window also.
"What is it?" demanded the inspector quickly.
~icl< did not -reply to the questioh at once. He said:
"Watch those windows over there on the twe1fth
floor, insP,ectc;>r. If you see a face, or other sign of
life at any of them, tell me, That fourth ~incl<;nv
from the south .end of the building is the one that the
bullet carµ~ from. Just now, when I raised the curtain so -sudgenly after tt1rning off the lights, there was
a . face close up to that same window; a face that
seemed to be deadly white-probably by contrastwas close to the glass, so that the lights outside shone
upori it. It was withdrawn instantly. 1'
"Are you dead sure about it, Nick?"
"Yes."
"Then we ought to be getting down into the street
and across to that building, i11stead of standit1g here."
"One of us ~ught. . The other shbuld rei11ain here
on watch. You go !"
"Very well."
"When I see you before the entrance across the
street I wil\,follow. If I should see anybody leave
the building before you. get there, I'll chase along as
quickly as I can."
Five minutes· l~ter · Nitk saw · the inspector atross
the street at the entrance to the Margate Building.
The detective lost no time in following him, and,
a:; Nick .h ad se~n nobody ·attempt tQ leave that bi1ilding cl\1ring the interval, he stepped forward and rang
·
the' bell for the l1ight man.
He liad intended to do that very thing . atiy-Way
after he should have finished with the exaniination of
Deer'ing's papers, for he wat1ted to questiol1- the rna11
about the occurrences of the preceding night.
..It was some minutes before the night mart appeared,

to

and then he admitted them at once, for it so happene,d
,
that the inspector was ln uniform.
1
"Let me see your book," Nick said to the 111a n . . "'l
want to know who has entered the building · sihc.e you ·
.
·
closed it for the night."
"Nobody bas entered it, sir," was the reply. ·
"Have you been through the bulldi11g since you
· canie on duty?"
"Twice, sir. At seven, and again at eight. I go
again at nine."
"Are many 2f the tenants still in their' offices?"
"A very few, sir; a l?,alf dozen ·at the most"
"I just saw a · face at the wi11dow of room· twelve
hutidted and eighteen, although the rooh1 itself w'a.$
dark 'vVas there a light there when you made ybu.r ·
·
rounds ?"
"No, sir; 1iot that I remember. ~ don't think there.
·
was a light anywhere on the twelfth fioor."
"Can you be sure about it?"
"Reasohably sure, sir."
"Can you lock this front doot so that nobody can
_ /
get out of it unless you let thetn ollt ?"
"I can."
"Do s.o. That's it.. Now give tne the key. ts there
any othet key to that doot ?"
sir." ,
"No,
I
"Is there any othe"r way out of the building at this
time of night besides that door? Could a person .g0
out through the basement, or the engit?e room, or
in any manner ?"
"It would be impossible."
"Is there more than this ohe flight of stairs around
the elevator shaft to take one ·up inside the building?"
.:;
"No, sir."
· -, ' · .
."Have you got ,a g_un ?"
_
"I have·, sir."
"Well, you stand here on guard. The i11spector ahd
I are going to take the elevator to the top of the building-I'm afraid you will have .to walk there later, for
we shall walk down; still we can bring the elevator
down a floor at a time-if any person, no matter who
it may be. should come down the stairs while we. are
above, yott are to hold that person here, at the poiht
of your pistol, it necessary, until we return. Understand that?!'
...
"I do, sir."
"Is there a way from the top floor of · the buHding
· ·· · ·
·
to the roof?"
·: :>i ·:--.,~.
''There .is, sit, b11t it is lotked/'
1
. r.:t· .. : ~
"You have the key to it ?'
_,_, .. _ .
"Yes, sir."
"Give it to tne'. Now, yo:.1 have a different sel:Of
1
· pass-keys f°or each floor, I suppose, haveh t yo~('' ,;· ..
"Three for each floor, sir; .thirty-six in all~ J~i.l.t
they are small ke)'. S on big rings; I cah ·carry, th~i-p: atl
oh my arm. ·a11d still have the use of my hands.''"·:~':_ .. _
"Get thei:n for me, and explain tl1eif Uses" ~ me
w~en you have done so.';

to
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The man disappeared into his clibby-hole of an examine, and no beds to peer beneath, no wardrobes ,
office behind the elevator for ·a moment, returning to examine. Once the lights are turned on in an
presently with the k'eys.
office, there is not much of the room that cannot be
"Will you tell me what you are going to do, sir?" seen at a glance.
•
/
the night man asked. "This is somewhat irregular,
When the inspector returned to Nick he had used
and even the uniform of the inspector would not in- up just ten minutes of time. They went then to the
duce me to give up all those keys if it were not for . fifteenth floor, one using the elevator, the other taking
the fact that I recognize him, as well as his uniform; the stairs, and there Nick made the rounds of the
so I know it's all right. All the same I will have to rooms while the inspector stood _on watch at the top
make a report about it."
of the. stairs. The time was ten minutes.
The inspector answered.
And so they came finally to the twelfth floor where
"Quite right," he said. "You may say in making they really expected that something would be discov·
your report that Inspector Blank and. Mr. Carter were ered, although they were doomed to disappointment.
in an office in the building across the street when they
It happened that it was the inspector's turn to make
saw a face at one of the windows of this building, the round of the rooms at the twelfth, and he occuwhich led them to ·suppose that a person, whom they pied rather more time than had been used hitherto for
are ver-y anxious to catch, was in hiding here, and that each of the floors. When he returned to Nick pe said:
they came here to search for that person. That is all
"Before I tell you anything I want you to. go to
that will be necessary."
twelve hundred and eighteen _and look around for
"Thank you, inspector."
yourself. I am of the opinion that somebody has been
"And the ·superintendent can c::.11 upon me at head- there within an hour or less, although there is nothing
quartets in regard to it, if he cares to do so."
that I can find on the whole floor. now. But go to that
"Thank you."
room and haye a look at it."
"How many offices on each floor of the building?"
Nick went. When he returned the inspector said:
Nick asked then.
"Well?"
"Forty, sir."
"You referred to those two tiny spots of blood,
He led the way toward the elevator, but as he didn't you?" Nick asked.
stepped into it he said to his conipanion:
"Yes; on the floor under the window. What did
"It's rather a large contract to search all those you make of the1n."
offices to-night, inspector, but I think it should be
"Somebody was standing there at ..abat1t the time I
done; don't you?"
saw that face at the window;' somebody had the nose"By all means. We can do it in a couple of hours; bleed very suddenly, or somebody bit somebody's lip
and do it thoroughly, too. \i\T e'll begin at the top floor. till it bled; or somebody held an open penknife in
That is your idea, isn't it, Nick?"
somebody's hand and was startled into shutting down
"At the roof; then the top floor. There might be upon it hard enough to draw blood. Anyhow, somebody was there." ·
·
a duplicate key to he roof, too."
, "That's true enough."
"Nick,_was that face yo u saw _a t the window a man
or a woman's face?"
"We've got work cut out for us, inspector'."
"Well, let us hope that it will produce results then,"
"I don't know."
was the reply.
"That is why you have been using the word somebody, eh?"
'CHAPTER VIII.
"Yes."
"What was your impression about it?" ·
THE , BLOOD SPOTS ON THE :FLOOR.
"I
couldn't get a definite one. The face was beardThey went' out ppon the roof, and, while one of
less;
it
was very white: It might have been the face
them remained near the top of the stairway, the other
of
a
boy-or
of a girl, for that matter. It was not a
searched thoroughly every possible place of concealtall person, unless the person was stooping while peerment that was there-but with no result.
"
They returned to the top floor of . the building, re- ing out."
'.'I
took
a
look
out
mys.
e
lf
while
I
was'
in there," said
locked the door after them, and, by previous arrange' ment in which they pad decided to alternate with each the inspector.
"Yes."
other at each floor, Nick stood at the elevator, commanding the stairway, while the inspector made the
"Has it occurred to you that a person would have
rounds Of the room.
·
to be a mighty good shot with a revolver, or even with
They snapped on the lights' in the corridors, and a ,rifle, to kill a man at that distance, and in the night
·
each, as he entered a room, snapped on the lights with at that?"
which it was provided.
"Indeed it has."
Rooms such as those were are easily and quickly
"The distance, up and across, everything consid~ear~hed. There_were no ·closets .a nd cubby-ho!es to ered, cannot be much less than a hundred feet."
'
.
I
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"About that, or a trifle less, I thlnk. 11
"You could do it; I doubt if I could. I might with
a rifle. Now, it isn t likely that a woman could have
done it at all, is it?"
.
"No. It isn't likely."
''And, besjdes, a woman couldn't very well get into
the building-''
"A woman might stay in it. There are lots of girls
and women employed in this building in one way and
another."
''True. But the accuracy of that shot is what gets
me. I don't believe a 'Yoman could have done it."
They continued their. way through the building to
the street floor without incident. They fotlnd nothing, and they saw nothing to indicate that there had
been anything to discover. They found the night man
awaiting them.
··
"We have made no discovery of any kind," the inspector told him. "We have searched every room in
the buildii1g, One of us has stood gt.lard while the
other se<!rcbed. Nobody could ha ve got past us up or
down the stairs at any of the hinding . We have
fotlnd ten peQple in the buikling, on different floors,
each attending strictly to business; each properly urprised and interested when it was discovered what our
errand was. Not one of the ten can be sttspected of
being th~ person we searched fo r, You have seen or
heard nothing, of course?"
"Not a thing, sir."
"Well, there is just one thing that we did find."
11
Indeed? What was that?"
''Let me look at yotJ r fingers, your lips, and yonr
nose a mbment."
"Yes, sir," .
"Have you lost. any blood lately?"
"No, sir."
0
You say you have a gun. Let me see it~"
"Here it is, sir."
· "When did you fire it last?"
"I h:we never· fired it, it. It has never been fired
off yet. I bought it new when ·I came here to work."
" I have asked you all these questions on general
principles, knowing beforehand :what the replies would
have to be. Did you read the evening papers, my
, man?"
"No, sir. I don't ha ve a chance to do that till near
mornil"lg."
"Did you know that Mr. Deering, across the street,
had been murdered?"
"No, sir."
.
"Well, we won't bother you any more · to-night."
They passed outside upon the street and there the
inspector stopped.
" Nick," he said, "somebody wa in that building·
and in room twelve hundred and eighteen, for yott saw
that persod's face. Somej:>pdy has found a way to get
out of that building, or has managed to dodge us and
remain inside of it. You wait here till I can get to
a telephone. I'm going to put two of my men on it

.

for the rest of the night, and we'll wait here till they
co1ne."
"It's a good idea, inspector."
"I wouldn't think of doing it if ii were not for
those two blood spots~unless~ Say, you don't
think that the man, if it was a man, could have got out
of the place while I was coming down in. the elevator
across the street, do you-while you were watching
at the window ? '
"No. I don't."
"Then, by thunder! he's there yet; and there isn't
a place for C\ child to hide in, either...
'
11
There is only .one explanation of the present mystery that I can think of," said the detective.
11
What is that?''
·
1
'We both contented ourselves, in regard to those'
offices where we did find tenants, by asking thern a few
questions, and acce,pting their replies. As the case
stands now it begins to look as if we have either seen
the criminal in one of those ten per@ons, or that in one
of the rooms occ:upied variously by thoi>e ten persons,
there was another person whom we did riot see."
"That does seem to be about the only explanation,
Nick Shall we go back?"
·
"No. You go along up to headquarters. I'm going
to spend the balance of the night right here. "
"That is rather foolish, isn't it?"
"I don't think so. Anyhow, I'm going to do it."

CHAPTER IX.
A

VE~Y

FORCIBLY llECE;IVED CLEW.

Nick walked up and down the street before the big
Margate Building in a quandary.
H:e was going ov r thci; v<lriotts elews in hi~ mind,
and it was a difficult task to make ~them fit. But. he
was a most systematic man, and he was arranging
matters in an orderly rnanner, in order that he might
carry out each little detail, to the very limit of its
applicability to this case.
Try as he would he found difficulty in starting them
out right-just as one who has- niany tasks hesitates
to pick out the one on which to begi.n the action.
Nick, meanwhile, was standing before an unusually
dark entrance to a cigar store, which had closed many
hours before. He was scanning the door and the
window of the building very care folly, for it occurred
to him that the mysterious "some one" rnight ·ea11ily
drop down ftorn the second .floor of the building if
not carefully watched, using some of the water pipil"lg
or a rope handily concealed, ·
Suddenly, without so rntlch as a warnfog rustle, a
terrific blow struck Nick Carter from the rear. The
stroke landed full on the back of his head, and, had he
not been wearing his slouch cap, padded for just
these very instances, he might have had a fractured
skull. The implement with which he had been struck
tumbled over his head. This was doubtless caw~ed
by the slight rebound of the padding. It was a heavy
~hisky bottle; full of liquor at that,_ for .it smashed,

'
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down over the shoulders of the detective as he tumbled most populous street, But in a great city1 th<: easiest
way for a criminal to remain hidden from searching
forward,
\ There, was a grand crash and a splatter of liquor minions of the law, the easiest and surest means of
almost in Nick's face as the bottle struck the cernent jauntily escaping the clutches of the bluecoa,ts and
pavement. At the· same instant a man sprang over the detectives has been proved, one hundred times to
one, to be best when the fugitive manages to get to
the body of thB prostrate detective.
Nick, qt.tick as a flash, shot a hand forward and temporary cover near a big crowd and then saQcily
and :.vith absolute calmness to walk on, without an
caught at tlrn leg of the fleeting assailant.
He rpanaged to get a grip on the fellow's leg, but apparent qitalm of that rumored possession, the conthe man was power ully built, and he wrested himself science.
So Nick expected that this person would come back,
loos@.
So tight was Nick'!t hold, however, that he r'e tained instead of running on, for fear of suspicious bluein his httnd the trouser end, which being of cloth that coats and plain-clothes mc::n, who might bt:: loitering
'faS old and dilapidated, tore loose from the rest of about for victims.
Nick ti1rned to the -left anct hurrieo up t4e next
the doth.
Nick hung onto this as it ripped, and hurried .to his square.
hope those detectives don't get here before I geot
feet, da2ed more or less by the a'' f\.tl blow which he
back, or they will think I arn pretty much ov~rr<\tecl
had received at the hands of the skttlking assailant.
0 I've gqt one little foather from this bird of night,"
as a careful man,'' muttc::red the detective,
His guess was well-founded, after all. For. he did
was the thought of the detec:tive, as he tucked the piece
of eloth a.way in his pocket. It seemed unimportant, not haye to wait long at the fqrther end of the big
:md y~t there i\16$ no telling; it might come in very block. The man who was running to elude the pur, suers, whom he expected, had a big detour to make
handy at some important time. ·
Nick Carter saw the form of the man speeding h1 order to p<1ss through the narrow little street and
down th~ 1>treet, and he was about to Stprt after the the co urt behind the :M argate Building to the door
fellow. Then he noticed that he turned into a little behind.
\Tick Carter peered down through this portal, listen·
narrow street, which went down to the right of the
Margate Building. He had often noticed thia little ing eagerly for the sound of excited footsteps. His
thoroughfare, frequented generally in the daytime by wait was rewarded, for he heard a man speeding toward him, the sound reechoing along the deserted
offi~e boys and hot sandwich men, with occasional
courtyard.
org~m grinder's. He had remarked to his friend Deer~
Carter stepped back into a concealed place again
ing that thi$ seetn cl a curious little street for such a
and waited qitietly for the other to arrive. As he
buainess..Jaden part of town.
"Why, it looks like a terrific waste of space,''" Nlck did so, he went over the case in mind. It was a
curious muddle.
.h ad said.
''Now, I believe that this man was placed here to
Deering nodded. He agreed with the detective,
but told him that the land was entailed in the property get rid · Qf me by foul play/' thought the detective.
of some old church, and had been left open pending "The mysterious criminal inside that building does
some sort of strict legislation on the matter. It led to not expect a failure in the plans, and yet, somehow, I
the basements and clerical rooms of some of the big believe that this assajlant knows a good deal abottt
bank bou e . He had been told that it was practically the plans of the great crime. If I could get him.
secrete him safely, ancl then use the 'third-degree'
' <:\ Wind treet, with the exoeption of a little wallt!rl
entry way which led arot111d the Margate Building 111ethods clown at headquarters, •\\'e would be able to
spring a pretty good surpri se on ·the person inside.'' ·
C\nd its neighbor~ back to the other block.
Nick had fotmcl this out, at the amusement of his · Carter waited to spring, and he had a pair of nipfriend Carleton Deering, by continual questioning. pers in his left hand in sttch a position that he <;011ltl
But it was valuable information, and the manner of slip them on quickly, without interfering wlth the
obtaining it \Vas characteristic of the great dettictive. <\Ctivity of his right, \vhich contained a very business~
·For he contended that no knowledge of anything in like revolver.
Silence might be a very nece$sary thing uml~r these
life \va too uniinport!lnt for advfintageous use, at
circumstances. As he thought of it, with the footsteps
some particular mini.1te in the hiatory of a crime.
, Nick now headed back the other way, determiued now te11 feet away, Nie~ decide.cl that silence was imgrimly to waylay hi$ assailant with eq\.lal roughness, measurably important. So necessary in this case, in
should the light~footed ge11tleman follow the instincts fact, that he suddenly de<;ided to let the man pass by
without a word.
af so many of his kind by doubling on the trail.
He dropped his arms, slipped the handcuffs into his
- The professional crook is up to all the little aclvantages of a great city's cover for the criminal classes. pocket, and the revolver into another pocket. Then
In- a country town it wopld be hard for one to pass he hurriedly took off his shoes and h<\d them in his
umiotici:d an<! unr~mark~d, in ~onversation-l on th~ .· hand in a jiffy. He ,was going to follow up his man,·
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and not let anything look suspi~ious to the person in sonal spite-from s~me source close at hand to Deerthe building above. Nick wanted to let the rascal give ing's own life-and consequently, most likely from a
whatever signal of success he desired to give to the person who recognized Carter easily in that moment
,
of exposure.
mysterious possessor of the face at the wind~)\V.
The detective had it all worked out . to his partial
At the same timi, he pulled the dark collar of his
coat up about his jaw and draped 'his face, with a sati'()faction, at least. He watched silently the man
, black silk handkerchief, from over his forehead, in who had giv~ him the terrible blow, and, as he felt
order that hardly a speck of white could ·be visible to the throbbing of the painful stroke, which even the
padded service cap had not entirely prevented, Nick's
the man.
impulse was to wreak vengeance at once. ·
been
has
who
One
thought.
crafty
very
a
was
' This
"But no-he'll hang himself, if I give him enough
walking in the dark gets extremely acute and able to
see things very plainly. Nick knew this, and guarded rope," Nick thought, and he restrained his wrath ~
The man walked leisurely across the street, and, as
against it f>O cleverly, with his hands held behind his
back, that when a tall, ambling individual slipped o,ut he did so, Nick espied him adroitly adjusting a fahe
of the doorway to th·e inner court-scarcely ten feet mustache 'and a large soft black hat which altered his
away from him-and breathed a sigh of relief, as he loo)<s completely. The detective was forced to smile,
Jpoked up and down the street, not a single speck of for here was a person who evidently followed some
betraying white could be seen. The man looked right of his own methods.
"This can be no ordinary criminal," Nick muttered,
in his Hirection, and Nick, peering through a little hole
in the black silk handkerchief, could see his face very as he glided along the shadow of the building in his
stocking feet. "This must ' be the member of some
plainly.
It was a curious physiognomy. There was a long crafty organization of men, who arit J ollowing a de-\
nose, whic.h would doubtless have shown a lobster hue tective with regulation sleuth methods. I must play
on its tip, had any one been able to turn a search- doubly sly with him."
The man deliberately strolled along the front of the
light on the fell ow just that instant. The man's chin
came upward, much like that of Mr. Pmich in the building where Deering's office was located. He was
" Puncl and Jucly" performance, until it nearly met' the looking intently at the place where the detective had
. been struck with the missile. The fellow was surlong proboscis.
. Nick remained quiet, and noted that the other man prised to see no sign of the assaulted man, nor any
straightened up and sighed · in a peculiarly happy evidence of excitement. He walked across the street,
looked into the dark doorway where he had been bemanner.
The man laughed quietly and drew something from fore. Then he snapped his fingers and muttered an
his pocket, which 'he sniffed into his nostrils in a angry exclam~tion to himself, which the detective,
peering carefully about the rnrner of the neighboring
peculiar way.
building could hear faintly.
taking
"Huh " thought Nick Carter' "that man is
1
•
'
"Well, he' giving some sort of signal to the person
I'll
some sort of dope as sure as I'm standing here.
get him, ,all right, through the habit, if by no other· above," was Nick's thought. "There i's method in his
madness-he would never have crossed over there to
way. It always gives them away."
"Ah, a good job!" muttered the man. "It's been be so near arr.est-and t,?at building's windows, if
,
a hard thing to get Nick Carter, and now I'll go on such was not his purpose.
He saw that tl~re would be no use in his walking
home." ·
Carter heard these words. By this time he was cer- along ~vith his shoes off, for _this man would doubtl:ss
tain that the person whose face he had espied at the lead him a merry ~base . Nick pulled then: on aga1i:i,
window had recognized him in turn, when he stood and drew from his pocket. a little exped1~nt of his
at Carleton Deering's office portal, looking up at the own. It .was m~rely a pair of very low-cut. rubber
Margate Building. Mentally he despised himself for overshoes, .of' thick rubber, but ?arely covermg ~he
his carelessness in this case. Here he had for years soles of his sho:s. They were ideal for followmg
covered up his actions in a case of study like this, such a man as th1~ one.
The man started down the street in a leisurely way,
and now a little slip had given the secret away entirely. It ''vould · have been an easy _matter for the · which gave Nick time to change his own appearance.
"somebody" inside the Margate structure to telephone He adjusted a pair of grizzled whiskers of that vato some secret rendezvous and to direct this ta11 rascal riety known as "dundrearies," and with a few skillful
lines from a grease-paint stick, guided almost by "into come and end the career of' the detective.
stinct, as he applied them in the dark, Nick changed
the
at
stood
he
Nick had not been in disguise as
his appearance en~irely.
often
had
he
Likewise,
window of his friend's office.
He twisted hi ~ coat in a curious manner, pulling it
their
of
because
man,
dead
b'een a visitor with the
extreme friendliness. He was always particular about back and away from his collar, a·nd buttoning it up
'keeping his photograph out of the papers. Yet he with one of the buttons twisted. '!'he effect of th~
judged that this murder was the result of some pei:- was to make his clothes look ·as though they .Were
'
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·m1tde fot ·a, ~uch larger man. Nick add~d to the illu. sfon ~y 1oosening hfs belt, twisting his trousers a little, and turning them up from the bottom. Then he
scribbled a, little note oh his card, using a pencil, a,n d
resth~i . the ·pasteboard .ori the wall ot the building. It
inerely ·said: ' 1Watch' the entrance until thE; _detectives
come·: YOU get reward of twenty-five do1Jars if you
.
pre\rent escape of person inside.-N. C."
He hurried now, pretending to hobble along · the
street in the manner · ·of a rheumatic old tellowshuffiing his feet and twitching his knees in a painfollo,aking manner. It \yould have fooied any one. It.
.certainly fooled the watchman of the building who
was looking out of the "locked . door grating ·as he
passea, and qulckty shoved the card inside to the man.
· "Well, 1111 be jiggered! ·If that's the detective I
never seen anything tike it," muttered the watchman ..
rubbing his eyes. The writing was a· good tip just
the same,' and it .would cost him nothing. So he re ..
m:ained by the ·door dutifully.
. Nfck had never lost sight of tlie easy-going crim~
inal ahead of him, ·and he ·followed oh as · slyly as a
cat. The inan turned to the right, down one- deserted
block, and then to the .left for three more blocks. . He
.was gradualty taking his coutse to the East' Side of the
city. .·Here, in the old .buildings and ramshackle structures, .Nick felt sure the follow would- dodge foto sotne
secret door.way -or etltry to the headquarters of the
gang.
·· Such me11 invariably herded together, and Nick was
sure ·that now he was on the -right track ot the murdeters ·of his friend .
· "If i can only catch the rascals in their lair, and
then hustle back to round up the otle who c::trried out
the acttta1. deed, it would be a splendid night's work."
The d~tedive quickened. his hobble, or . pace, as it
wot1ld be better described. · His · footsteps gave no
wan1ing to the man in front, and, ' needless to say,
Nick dodged now and again in such a manner as to
' ·
~ttract no suspicion.
suddenly, almost in
for
realized,
·Nick's guess was
front of his eyes, the man ctlsappeared into a dark
·
entryway.
·"Quick action now," Carter told himself, and · he
hu~tle<l tip to be as near the door as possible, before
.
"the i"han cot~ld get very far 1nside.
Nick reached the doorway to find it shut. He
quickly felt the knob and the keyhole beneath it.
Nbw, if the reader has ever noticed locks mlH:h he will
re.{i1.en1ber that a variety of the most newfangled
paterits has a_round diski in which is a very small slit.
f\:':cifri<;iusly made key1 almost impossible to imitate, or
fu"::UsFupo"n the lock without the exact duplicatiop of
its little angles, was necessary for the opening of this
pa~<tular one, which seemed oddly out of "place on an
,~tel-fashioned wooden -door which seemed so antique
tf.iat bne w6u1d think it only necessary to "slap" it to
··
n1a:ke t_he ' boii,rds cave in.
Nick,
muttered
enough,"
"1'11 get in here quickly

.~
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and he dre·.v out Of his pocket a bunch of keys. · ''It's
a hard one, but should yield to re.ason. Now, I~ll give
i~ eyex:y chanc~-with every key."
He had ·noiselessly slipped about 'ten keys into the
little "curious slqt, when suddenly he was given one
of the biggest st1rprises of his · life. A woman had
slipped up behind hiin, and she was silently and cruelly
twisting a silk handkerchief about his neck. .He did
not try to call for help, for Nick Carter never wasted
much time in ca1ting for help ! He .dropped to the
ground, and in this way the noose of silk, held by
the woman's hands close to 11er waist, was pulled upon
in the easiest.part fo.r extrication. Nick gave his head
a backward jerk against the woman's body, and. pe
\Vas out ot her bonds. before she realized what had
··
·
happened.
He was lying on the groutid. He gave three swift
atid determined kicks against the ·door as though he
were sending a sign~! inside. · At the same · time ~he
mysterious woman, who was evidently one bf the
gafig,· screamed with, atl her · ll11ght fo save her com.1
.
paniohs:
"It's the cops I cops!"
Bt1t before she c~t.dd eve.h enttrn;:i<ite this warriing
clear1y :Ni"ck had rolled sidew~ys, and with · his wond_erfo1 physical P?wers had spping to 11is feet itt . h:r
side. Her own silk handkerchief \Vas now a g::tg, and
.
at the sah1e ' tlme Nick kicked the door again. ·
Be slipped the nippers on her hands with the 'r apidity of a machine, and then prepared himself for ..tbe
.
· first comer.
"Bo, come on, the cops are gittin' ready," ;aid Nick_,
in a hoarse voice. The door was opening slowly, and
Nick reached in, with daring swiftness 1 and caught
the man who appeared-"-the tall fellow 'vith the unforgetable face. He caught him by the arm, and
pulled him out with a jerk-the man was ·down on 'the
ground from this unexpected · onsfaught~ : Cart~r ·had
another pair of handcuffs on the man, this time with
the chain between them, between his legs, a very good
way in which to nip a man and prevent a running
escap,e. .
1
The man yelled lustily, and a revolver barked
through the crack in the door. · Buf Nick's own
weapon barked just as 10°udly. The door shut with
slam, and there Nick stood with two prisoners.
He -footed · his police whistle, ai~d inside of three
minutes had five 'bluecoats there with him.
The policemen recognized the prisoners .as q~lqng
ing to a gang whom they had suspected for some tltne.
They raided the house prbmptly, and, althotigll. the
other members escaped, they fourtd evidences of ·r egular, systematic theft.
"I'll get you yet, Nick Ca~ter ! You sertt me to the
pen fot five years, an' I never break my oath !' 1 cried
the tall mart.
They . found that they ~iad caught the two ri,ngleaders of these banded •thieves, and the man's ·threat
did not worry him. The complaint of Nick for as-
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sault with intent to kill ~gainst bo.th of them, with the the offices in the Margate Building;. knowJedge of the
stolen articles, was enough tci send them up for a long ten~nts of those offices, and of t_he· habits of . tbose ·
tenants; and this was evident because . there· . was 'an·.
.
term.
He had m?lde .a. good capture, but was i;iow con- other window in the Margate B,uilding from which the
vinced that the· attack on him was just an ineident, .target would have been even more aO.v~mtagebusly
·
·'
and in no ~ise· conn~Cted with the mysterious murder placed. . ·
of his•friend, and Nick hurried on back to the Margate
But the window of <;:reightoq'.s offici h.a~d - been se. ..
·
Building, for fear that something had developed since lected.
·
·
·
he left it.
All this might be. grouped upder what .we will call
point one, in bringing _Nick Car.ter to the : decision he
In this he was agreeabll disappointed.
made wheff he told the inspector that he would pass
the balance of that night practically where ·he was -in
CHAPTER X.
.
front of the Margate Building.
I
NICK CARTER REASONS IT OU'f.
Point two .had been born of that conversation he
The great Senator Ingalls, of Kansas, once wrote ha~ held w,ith lliso11 Deering,'_'in w~ich -she had rethe greatest thing thaf has .ever been written by any lated that c;ircumstance of her conversation. with her
man's p$!n, in t_he humble opinion of the compiler of father at the time he had manifested anger because of
these records. The subject of that achievement was .her reference to a · possible other woman than her
"Opportunity." · But there is another quality which mother who had' some time in the past infl4_enced his
.
.
'
. :. ·.
·
:
goes hand in lfand with opportunity-if it .may be· life. . ·
· The detective explained to himself thaL.attitude of
called .a quality--:-and .it is; if we may bestow a some,
.
. '
Deerii:ig's in this way: ..
.
.
what trite name.. upon . it, Intuition. .
.Maddox
In animals less than man it is called instinct; but · Tp~t son1ewhere in the past 6fDeering..~s
not
woman;
another
been
.
hap
there
Carleton
as
or
whatev.er one may decide to name it, the Q.efinition
of it might be given as follows: The latent ability necessarily . ~ wife; but, at least, a sweetheart.
that is born, of experience which bestows the power to
T~at Deering h~d not kept sile~t· about th~t former
see and recognize an opportunity.
relation, particularly_in his talks. with Nick Carter at
Nick Ca.r ter's .detective wbrk throughqtit all . his various times . becaus~ it was sometJling that he .was
career, which. has resulted in so m;my great successes, .ashamed of and would not tell about, bt.tt because his
has been based upon _his ability t9 group facts, to .focus memory concerning it was ·so vague that ~e could not
his attention- upori them, to · cast aside · the worthless, tell about" it a,nd still be ;;ure ()f what he wa~ telling.
and to make the most of the valuable,'and to recognize
That somewhere In his past there had been a r.elain a flash ·of- thought · the relation of one fact t6 an- 'tion of the sort which came back to him ..so vaguely
·
·
other.
that it was little more than an indistinct dream, and
Deer~
Carleton
of
Throughout the various careers
that while he .might have .been certa:in ·that sµch an ex- ·
ing, as reviewed by the detective since the mur'der, the perience had heen his, he ·h_a d not been abk to recall
one point of it all. that stood out most prominently in the particulars of it, · and more than likely .had totally
the mind of. the detective was Deering's ·pe'riods of forgotten the name fll1d even the . face and the general
·
foi:getfulness.
..
.. ··.·
appearance of ~hat ·person.
Now, Deering had been foully murdered~ he had
There you have .a man groping in .the d~k .with an.
been shot down without remorse and in the most cold- unseen, unknown terror hangin~ over his head ready,,
blooded and deliberate manner, and the very appear- to fall upon and .crush him at any moment-and with 1
ance of things in connection with the crime demon- · Deering, in such a . condition of mind, the f;tlling ..and
strated, to Nick Carter's tnind, that the assassin had the crushing would find Allison, the da.u ghter, iar ..a
undergone a ·long period of preparation for it befo.re victim.
·
.
.
.
•
the commission of the crime.
it so va~ely that he
remembered
had
he
Perhaps
Nobody could deny that ' fact.
There was first, on the part of the assassin who 'feared that there might have eyen been a prev.ious
awaited an op1'ortunity .to commit the deed, the knowl- marriage, creating the unfthinkable condition that Alliedge that Deering was in the habit of working nights son's mother h_ad never been really his wife, although
at his office when eJ:?.gaged upon the preparation of an he had not knowingly sinned in rnarryipg her. 'But
picture to yourself the na·ture of that man's tho~ht
·
important case at law.
There was the knowledge that he did not draw the when. he contemplated such a condition ..· ,Is it any
curtains at his windows at such times, but sat at his, wonder that he was · reticent 'until he could be sure.
Point three; therefore, .would point to a woman ...as
desk in his private off1ce in a blaze of ele<f:ric lights in
one who had committed th~ crime, notwithstandthe
select
full view of any person who selected or might
·a prope!" window for viewing him from the building ing the inspector's remarks concerning marksmanship;
and this point brought the detective to the · inevitable•
·
opposite.
There was, as had been already proven, knowledge conclusion that the assassin was a woman.;i,
Follo\vfog out th_ese points to .·others, lo~ically,. . .and
on the part of the assassin concerning the location of
1

•
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under the rule of recapitulation, point four must necessarily pfovide that the woman, or the man who had
committed:. the : deed· .in behalf of some woman, n;mst
be one who was familiar· with the interior of the Margate building and· who had ready ' access to it; whose
comings .and goings would attract no attention at all;
whose presence there was an established fact; whose
identity there' was so well known and so well recognized tha she would attract little or no attention from
the tenants and frequente·r--s of the building no matter
what she did.
Point five took up the inspector's statement in regard to the actual shooting.
Ability to hit target does not belong to' man alone ;
women have demonstrated that they are · quite as
capable in that line as men over and over again; and
what woman who-has -the nerve to determine some day
to kill a ·man \vi th a bttllet, could not learn to shoot
wi.t h' a riflta or with a pistol, or wit}} a long-barreled
revolver that is provided with an adjustable skeleton
stock to fit against the s}l.01:1lder.?
'
Point six comprehended the sea.r ch that Nick and
the inspector had made of the building, which had
been thorough indeed as we know, and it resolved
itself into this: Either · that the person, man or
woman, had c·reated a ·hiding place som6vhere in the
bl:lilding that. was so well co~ealetl that even the
searchipg , eyes of those · two men had overlooked it,
Qr she-or ·he-had actually been inside of one of the
offices that they had searched-in one of the suites
variously occupied by the· ten tenants they had found
there.
Point seven was the indisputable fact that Nick Carter had seen the face _at the wipdow of ro·om 1 2 18,
that the face had dis~ppeared, and that du6ng th~ subsequent search for the owner of it, there had been no
face seen that even so much as resembled it.
Of course, the view that Nick Carter had of the
face was imperfect and brief; of course, he could not
at that distance and under those circumstances, have
identified it even if · it had been one that should have
been known to him; but he had seen enough to know
that there had been certain aspects about that face
which would have made him recognize it instantly if
he had encountered it again during the subsequent
search of the building.
Point eight was the certainty in the detective's mind
that that person had not been able to lea ,.e the building since he had seen the £.ace at the ·window.
Po.int nine was the conviction in the detective's
mind that d~ring the night-or 1.at a11 events before
d~ylight in the morning-the ten tenants who were
then at work ,in the building would .take their several
depactur~~' .arid woul9 leaye it practically untenanted
save by the w'atchma1l.~and the person whom Nick
Carter.:.. s0ugh t. .
Point'te~, and "the last one, was the belief that there
would be st1fficient time' after the last of those ten
tenants had gone, to make another search of the build-

a

ing before it should be t.hrown open for another day's
bt1siness; the knowledge that he would have two of
the inspector's men to aid him in that search, and the
conviction that the assassin could .be found there, .must
be found there, and could -not escape him now:
That is why he chose to remain stanoing in ·front
of the Margate Building when the inspector took his
departure to return to headquarters; and that is why
he was standing illmost upon ~he sa,me spot whet1 the
two men summoned by the inspector arrived.
·
During that interval seyen of the ten tenants ins'ide
. the building had gone away, and Nick had permitted
them to pass without so much as making his presence
known to them.
Two · mor.e came out and went :away \vhile the detecti_ve was ~isc;~ssing the affair with the two men
from the central effice. The tenth and last one came
out within half an hour .afte.r that. The sµperin~
tendent did not sleep in the building, and, therefore,
so far as the kppwledge ·of the petective went; \here
was then no other person remaining inside the building than the night m·an oh' duty.
·
CHAPTER XL
• 1
,. A,

· ;f'Rtrrr~ESS ,Qtr,~sT.

'

.

After Nick Carter ~uppose<l th~ building to •.be deye by th<;! .watchman," he had preferred t<;:>. i,v~it.
There was still ·the po~sihility that that other a~d un~
known person might now believe the . coast to .be
cleared, and so ~ttempt to .go away.
·
But the night deepened and no one else came out;
the· hours passed until it got to be nearly three in the
morqing, and . then Nicic Carter pressed the electric
button -at the door again-and wolce up the watchman
\Yho came, s_le~py-_ey:ed, to admit them.
'"
"You are back again," he said, not very pleasantly; .
but then he had been disturbed of his rest.
"Yes," ·replied Nick, smiling. "Sorry to wake you
out of your beauty sleep." .
,
"Huh!. I wasn't asleep." ·
"Of cotirse not. That was a joke of mine. We're
going to make a second s(!arch of .the building. Your
life is not safe here alone, and with a murderer ·concealed somewhere on the premises."
"If you couldn't find him before, it isn't likely that
you can do it now, is it?"
"Vie can at least make another effort." "I do1/t know about that. I don't know that I have
any right to penpit it. · The inspect& ain't with you
now."
'"These· two gentlemen will shoi\v their shields and
th,e refore their authority.','
"Oh, well, ~o ahead if you want to."
.
"We ·will take you with us this time," said Nick.
''The four of us will begin at th:e top of the bµilding·
and· work down, when you haye locked that front
door. "
The watchman, \\:ho had recO\·ered his good humor,
sert~d .sa

..

1
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......, ,._
' ; !.
~·
· The h1an from . headquarters ! siir'Ugged. h'ls >sootifders as if to say that 'there· was' llo: use 'wha:te\rer in
continuing that form. of argimiertf. :
· . :·. i . ·: v '
"Well, we're utider yot.tr orders, Mt. Carter. That's
what we were sent dow11 here for. What ate \Ve
do
'!

did as directed. Then the detective· sent the three n1en
·into one of the elevators, and from his pockets produced two boxes of talcum powder for which he had
dispatched a passitig wanderer while he Was waitirlg
outside the bttilding for the men fr9m the central
.office.
.~
·
He sifted some of the conteµts of one ot the boxes
over seven of the lower steps of the first-flight of
stairs, and thorottghly over the floor of the hall . £to111
th~ stairs to the do~r, and aromid in front of the elevators;· l.11 fact, everywhen; that a· person Wottld. be
likely to step if on~ shoµld ·descend during their absence. . -. ··· .
. · ':f.he. ren1ainihg bo.N he carried with him, and. he
stopped the elevator at each floor afid ttsed niote af the
powdfr in .. the Sf.irr1e . manner:
· Frotn the top floor they .went a.t once to th~ roofwith the same rest.1lt as upon the first visit there; but
in leaving the roof after it · had b~en searched Nick
used more of the powder on the steep stairs that led
to it .and along the floor at the bottom ot those stairs.
;>:Descending floor by floor in that manner, ·they gave
particul~r ;;itten.tion to the offices when~ meri had .been
occupied by some duty or other on the occasion 0f
~heir first visit· but even in these rooms they discoven~d no signs that suggested . the presence of an
el~ven~h persot\.
..
, At each .il.oor, .before they descehded to 'the 01-Je. be~
l)eath it, they exailiined the talcum powder tha.t had
been sprinkled about, for any sign that a person had
passed that way duriqg their absence-and found no
· ~foch ·sigp.
·
··
And so they can~e to the 'street floor of the b~1il~ing
again; so they ent~red the lower tegions of the building; so they returned to the place f tdm whence th~y
hctd begun the search.
~
.
. '·'It's rtb use, Mr, Carter," said one of the n~en from
headquarters as' he lighted. a cigar when the search
wa's over. "I'll take my oath that there isn't a pe~son
inside of this building other than ourselves .."
I'll take rny oath thete is 011et replied Nick."
1
.· '~ut, m~~· alive, where is he?"
.
~

•

•

" •

·
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I

•
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r

•

' "A.nd
'~I

don't kno"Y."
.~ '.'.Y(JU s~e for yourself'--''
"I saw for myself. I know there is a person liere,
because I saw that person, and beGause . I know that
it . has been impossible since thert tor him or her ta
leave.the J;iutl~ing without n'ly kttowledge."
"Then it was one of the ten tenaJ1ts/' ,
"I don't think so. I am satisfied to the contrary/'

-

to

'.
"Wait/'

·· ~·
· ·"'· · ·
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T
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"Right here ?"
·f»,
. "Ye$." / He turned to the ·-watchman-1:· "What . time
do you op!!rt ·the front dool' ?l'- .he asked;
" '·

t:'Afsix. • We tised to " <?~en it at' se.vei'l, until about
two years ago. ·.. Then Mr. · treightori<applied to the
owners and had them open · ifat six. "'Fle alway~ gets
down ·.before seven, and sofilehfues at-si:x; even."
"Mr, Creighto'nj eh?" Nick looked at his· watch.
"It \\rill .be six o~~lock-iilless than an- hour,' 1 he said.
"We'U ·use up _the l-it:ne in 8h10klng ahd ·chatting · together. I want to be here wllen the buildii1g' is
. :.r. ·
opehed/ '
·"Perhaps yoti expect to ~a:teh ·the· tnufderer comirtg
in/' ventured -'one ·of the -foen froni headquarters; Nick
•.
'
replied coldly :
"This is hardly a time for fac'etiou§ness, sit. y OU
are here uhd~r otderS. 1'
.. ····

;,I beg · your ·pardo~~,'; he rep1fod q~ickly.
1

"But,
honestly, it_doesn't ·seem to be ,possible that any persot)
could l;iave been 11idihg in this building without bur
finding hitn, in the thorough seatcb that we have
made."
. ,.
'
'

. '\I know. I do11\ blame you. f. w~uld probably
feel the same way if I had been sent h.ere as you were
sent, and had to . depend : upon the . word of . another
man for a seemingly impossible occ~rreri~e." '
.

"1 Jidn't niean that I doubted yout word, Carter.".
"No; what you did ' mea~;: ~nd a~:: mean now, is that
you think I might have deceived myself at the titne I
saw that face at the window. . Isn't thM it?" .
"Frankly it is. The lights in - th~ streets-a.J;ld refl.ectlort and refractio11 somet.lmes play strange freaks
- .m ight · h~ve given you that' impress1on sc:i: -s~.i~iply
that--"
-~,
~~
;
'
·~~~:t'
,
"Never mind the argument. I know:.tl;i:tt ·l~ ~~W.;:tJie
face. I k11ow th!lt the ow~e~ of t1J_a;1 .fac_e hfiS •~g![left
the bt1ilcling. That is atl there is abot1t it. H
~.,
· 1,~ay," ·sa~d .the. other -n;ian; tthi~ cpap ·i~~t~~T~_to~
that .the watchman was tafki.ng. abou,t;---isn't ·h e th,e, OJ)e..
w_Q9 occtiples , roonft\.\'.elve hu.n qred an,d eigh:t~~.P ?J_1
1
"Y"'s.'
\,., .
·.·,"•. - ::o: .;. .·~ .

.

•

11
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And that's the room from which the shot was

.
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"\Vhat am I to· do up there?"
fired , isn't it ? Well, if this was my funeral I'd take
" You are merely to · examine the ,condition of the
him up to headquarters and put him through the third
degree ; just a gentle one, you know. I reckon he talcum powder that I spread upon the steps that lead
knows more about this affair than appears on the sur- to the roof. If you find footprints there, you ~ill, of
•
,
face. "
course, return a{ld report to me at once. If you do
find any you will remain on the top floor of the
not
seen
have
you
aft~r
" You won't ave that opinion
him and talked with him-that is if you were made a building, having again locked the door that leads to
the roof, and you will watch that door until you. are
detective because of real ability."
away from it. Is that clear?"
called
" Huh! I don't know about that. "
" Quite."
" It never does any good to suspect innocerit persons,
" Brogan, you 'will remain here also. lf any tenant
unless 1 you create the suspicion for a definite reason ;
the building, or any person enters it who is not
enters
because the person is supposed to have knowledge of
who might be guilty. But Paul Creighton has no such known to the watchman, you will go up in the elevator
with that person and trace him to his office, making a
- knowledge-that he is aware o f."
of where he went. Here cbmes the elevator
note
" Why did you make that remark in just that manman now, I suspect." .
per, Carter?"
" Yes," said that watchman. "That's ' him." .
" Didn't you ever possess knowledge o f a fact with"What are you going to ,do, Mr. Carter ?" one of
out realizing that you possess#f it ?" · the detective
the men asked.
asked.
"My actions will depend largely upon circum. "I don't think so."
Just now I am awaiti~g the appearance of
stances.
" Can you stand where ou a re now, without movMr. Creighton; and it shall be my added duty to watch
ing, and tell me of ev ery single article that is now
here for any person that may be leaving the· building."
contained in your right-hand trousers pocket ? Every"Looking fot 'that face that you saw at the win·
thing, coins and otherwise?"
dow?"
" Well, perhaps not."
"Yes:"
"Yet you put everythmg there that is there, didn't
It was a quarter to seven o'clock when Mr. Paul
you ? And if you should concentrate your mind upon
wide doorway of the Marthat subject long enough, in the effort to recall all of Creighton came in ·at the
to greet Nick Carter whom
stopped
and
Building
gate
it, you would be able to do so. H owever, that is only
Both of the officers frotn
·
recognized.
instantly
he
an argument. We'll drop the subject now. I want to
headquarters had disappeared.
do some thinkin~-some concentrating. "
"I am glad that I found . you here, Mr. Carter,''
There was scarcely a word spoken after that until
after the greeting that lie
the time arrived when the watchman announced that said Creighton immediately
" I want to discuss that
detective.
the
upon
bestowed
he wou1d open the front door for the day.
matter a little further with you. Were you waiting
for me?"
CHAPTER XII.
"In part, yes.''
T H E MISSING KEY.

The detective turned at once to the two men who
had been sent to him by the inspector to aid him.
" I will ·give you your directions -now," he said. "I
want e'ach of you to follow them out literally, no matter what your .private opinions may happen to be.
Understand that ?"
." Y es,' 1 they replied together.
I
"Coogan, you will wait here at the door, no matter
whether I _remain here or not, just half ct'n hour. At
the end o f half an hour you will go to the top floor
o f the' building, and thence to the roof, taking the key
to the roof door :with you."
I~~

"I have been doing some detective worK myself, Mr,
Carter," said the old gentleman. · "Will you come to
my office while I tell you about it?"
"Tb.ere are reasons why I prefer •to remain liere,'•
replied the detective. "You can tell me about it here
. "
"
'
just as well.''
".Perhaps. May I ask if you are waiting here because you suspect that ·the person who committed that
crime may be corning in presently ?"
"It is because I suspect that th~ person to whom you
refer may be going out soon ..,
"Oh! Then you: suspect that the murderer is here in
·
the building now?"
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"Yes."
"I assume, then, that you havt!. f:ieen here some time,

I

'

11

When did you last see it there?"
HI am coming to that."
sir?"
''Excuse me.''
11
"I have been here practically all night." ~
I retim1ed to my chair at the desk and sat down.
"Indeed."
I endea~ored to re1nember when I had last noticed
"Now, what is it that you have to tell me? What that key, To the best of my ability th<lt fone was beis the nattue of the detective work that yon havf! beeu tween four a11d five years agg,"
endeavoring to do, Mr. Crtiighton ?''
"Goodness! "fhat won't help \.1~ si11y,"
"When you left me yesterday I gave myself \lP enp
"Perhaps it will, Waitl That psrticula.r drawer
tirely to the consideration of all that you had told me. in 111y !>af~ is used l\~ thtl r~eept&cle of sorne. old letYou seemed certain that the cri111e was committed ters, {U1d a few trivial ke~psakes to which l never have
from iny office-from the. window of . it. You made occa~ion to ref~r. They 3re thingii whidJ hark back
a cursory examination of the office, but not what I many years in my life, sir. llnd, therefore, I very rarely
would call a thorough one. · You did <bot associate me open that drawer at all. Y eatcrday, when I did opep
with the crime at all, and becaus~ you did net, you it hi search of that key, I could not re.111et11ber when I
assumed that the murderer had merely enteted my had opened it before-that is, not until I sat down to
office, fired the bullet on its errand after· opening the think it over quietly."
,
·
1
wi11do~ -, and had then depart<id ag~i11 . as h~ came.
"Then is when you remembered."
"Yes. I remembered. I referred to my diary and
"You will .pardon me for getting at all this in r-ather
proved
it. It happened some mouths more than kiur
' an old-fashioned ma1:mer, bttt I am an old. mQn, nearly
11
eighty, and I do things in a slow way.
years ago, at a time when I opened the drawer to take
11
1
out a chilcl's gQld ring 1that wa§ among my k~epsakes.
I understand, sir. '
f wished to 1;1e.nd the ring·to q friend who had a ~hild.
'Well~ I sat there in my chair after you had gone, ,
The
small box that contained the ring was at the botthinking it over; trying to do so in a logical and an
tom
of
the drawer."
unprejudiced spirit. I said to myself first that the
"I
see."
person who did it must have possessed a key that fitted
•
"The key wa:.; qnderneath it. I saw jt then."
the lock of the door to twelve hundred and eighteen,
"But-"
or the door to twelve hundred and twenty-two. The
"I (,!}so hEJ.cl two small diamond rings in th<lt drawer,
other doors to that suite have book cases against them
Mr. Carter. They were al6P mi!!sirig."
and cannot be opened.
"Oho."
"I could account for every key to twelve hundred
"My office was somewhat di~erently arranged from
and twenty-two. I had ·two keys to twelve hundred
what it is now, until two years ago. (Tp to that time
and eighteen, my ~wn office. One of them was in my
I did a considerabl~ commission business with South
pocket; the other one was, I supposed, in one of the
:\.merica, and I kept a private stenographer who could
small drawers inside my safe. I went to the safe and
write letters in Spanish for me. She occupied a desk ·
searched for it. It was no\
there."
.
in my ro01n, over neqr the window from which the
"By Jove, Mr, Creighton; we're getting warm!" shot was fired-and she was seated, as I recall it, so·
said Nick,
that she could see into that window across the street
"That thought led me to further considerations. I into which the shot was fired."
asked myself how that key could have disappeared
"Wait! When did she leave your emJ?loy, Mr.
from the small drawer in my safe without my knowl- Creighton ?"
1

.

edge?''

"Could you answer the question·?" asked Nick
'*Wait a moment. The combination of my safe has
remained the same ever since I purchased it. I keep
nothing but papers in it. · I have had the safe a great
many years. I h~ve never had occasion to tell another
person that combination, and yet I am positive that I
have not taken that missing kt!y from thqt dr;iwer myself.."

"Two years ago, when I abandoned the co1mnission business with South America."
"\i\fhat was her name?"
"Agnes Maddox."
v' "
"What?"
"Agne1> Maddo:l\."
·,
"Oh, well, the name may be rnerely a coiQcidence.
Maddox is not an uncommon name."
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"No; it ls quite a commem one. I have several
acquaintances by that name who are not related to one
another."
"How old was she, when she worked for you,
should you s~y ?"
"She might have been anywhere from thirty-five
to forty-five. She was one of the sort whose age is
uncertain. She was certainly approaching middle age,
however.''
HDo you know where she is now?"
"No.' 1
11
Have you ever seen her since she left your employ?"
"Several times ; on the street. "
1
' How lately?
When did you · see her last?"
"Less than a week ago. t
"Where .was that?"
"Directly in front of this building. I was go'ing out
of it on my way home; she seemed to be passing it,
perhaps on her way home also. 1 '
"Did you speak with her ?"
"I bowe~ t9 her, thqt is all. "'
"What was her address when she was in your employ?" · '
"I searched for it yesterday and could not find it;
and I have forgotten what it was. That is as much
as I can tell you in regard to her, Mr. Carter ; but
I have other things to tell you.'.'
'Well, sir ?"
"I determined in my own mind that that woman
' took those diam6nds and the missing key. · She is the
only person who has had an opportunity to observe
me when I have been in the act of opening my safe,
but she was frequently there when I did it. She might
have secured the combination easily in that way. And
I recall now tnat when I saw her on the street recently,
she was constrained as if she wished to ·avoid ·me. I
did not notice it particularly at the time, but in the
light of these developments I recalled it. Then I began to think over certain habits that she had~ and I
d~termim:d to look further.

CHAPTER XIII.
A WOMAN WITH RED HAIR.

"You are interesting me very deeply, and I - "
The detective ceased speaking abruptly1 for at that
moment the detective he had sent to the top of the
bujldi:ng to the stairs to the roof stepped out from
the elevator and came rapidly toward him.

2I

"Wait just a moment, Mr. Creighton," Nick said
quickly. 11 Don't go away. Well, Coogan ?' 1
Coogan drew the detective aside.
"You were right,'' he said, with some excitement in
his tones. "Somebody was here all the time, though
how--.''
11
Never mind that. Tell me what you have discovered."
"Somebqdy has come · down those stairs from the
roof of the building to the top floor, since you sprinkled that talcum powder up there," Coogan replied.
''Somebody has trodden upon that talcum powder and
has left marks there, but discovered the fact and tried
to rub out what~ver imprint there was."
"Oh, I see! It was not swept up, then?"

· ''No."
"Well, did you look along the floor of the corridor
for further marks left by the powder? It must have
been tracked beyond that point." .
"If it was the tracks had been rubbed out -in the
same manner."
"Just rubbed out, eh? There had been no effort
to sweep up the powder?"
"No."
"Go back up there and keep watch until I call you
off. It is just possible that the party may return to
sweep up all of the powder, although it is not likely.
Don't permit any person, not even the supei:intenclent
of the building1 to go to the roof."
"All right. I was thinking that--" He stopped.
"What?"
"That the owner of the face at the window might
try to leave the building, now that we know--"
11
1'11 look out for that. Get ~ack to the top floor
without delay."
Nick returned to Mr. Creighton.
"You were saying that then you began to think over
certain habits that the woman had in rder to look
farther into the matter," he said. "What did yQu do
then?"
· "I began a thorough exaininatiolJ of the roo~· . I
began with the wastebasket, although I knew that it
had been emptied since the morning1 though possibly
not since the murderer ~as in that room. . I found
this, 'Mr. Carter."
He thrust a hand into one of his pockets and drew
forth the shell of a cartridge of thirty-eight caliber.
"Undoubtedly that once contained the bullet that
killed Mr. Deering," he said.
"Yes. But it does not help us in this affair."
'
'Wait. It helped me-and in this affair, too."
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"How?"
"It reminded me of another incident that I had
totally forgotten. I do not remember trivial things
as I did when I was a younger man."
_, '
"What was it?"
waste
the
in
shell
\ "The discovery of this cartridge
basket brought back to my mi{ld that it wa~ not the
first time I had discovered cartridge shells in the same
place; and the other time was when Miss Maddox was
in my employ."
"Oh, I see! By the way, was she Miss Maddox?' '
"Yes. She was not married; or, at least, that is
what she told me. "
"Now, about those other shells that you found,
long ago: When was it?"
"I don't remember the date, or the year, even; ·but
it was some time before she left my employ."
"And what was the circumstance?"
"I was searching in the wastebasket for ' something
that I wished to recover that had been thrown into it,
when I came upon some shells. There were fi ve of
them. t regarded them curiously. They were unusual
things to find in my wastebasket. I said : 'W here
in the world did these come froni-?' or words tci that
effect. Miss Maddox was at her desk, typing. She
looked up to see what it was that I referred to, flushed
a little, and replied that she h~d thrown them there.
"I asked her how she came to have such things in
her possession, and she replied that target practice
with a pistol was her favorite pastime.
" 'But you do not keep a pistol here, do you ?' I
asked her.
"She told me that she did not, but that she found
the shells in her hand bag and had thrown them into
the basket. That is all there is of that incident."
"It is sufficiently significant, however, Mr. Creighton."
"Yes ; I thought so. Now, there is one more thing."

''Well?"

''I made, as I have said, a thorough search of the
room. On the floor, over near the washbasin, behind
some bundles of papers where it had fallen, I fo und
this hairpin. Those bundles of papers ,to which -I refer, on the floor, were dropped down there temporarily, just three days ago; and the hairpin, as you see,
is practically a new one."
"Yes."
"In the cabinet over the washstand I had two clean
towels-I supply my own towels, and do not patronize

..

the towel-service companies. I had not used either of
those towels, but one of them had be~n used, and refolded afterward. It was not so when I put it there
the morning of the day th~t preceded the death of
Mr.• Deering."
"But we are certain now that the woman was there;
or practically so. This is only an added proof, Mr.
Creighton. "
"Clinging to my brush was one long red hair. Miss
Maddox had red hair that was beginning to get gray.
One of the habits I referred to a moment ago was
that she kept a bru ~a of her own in that cabinet, and
I have seen her make use of it a. dozen times in one~
day ; just a stroke or two at a time. I used to smile
at her and think that she did it in order to cover the
gray hairs. That is all, Mr. Carter."
"Is there no fur~her information that you can give
me concerning her?"
"No."
• " Was she a competent stenographer?"
"One of the best I ever employed. She could translate into Spanish, French, and German, too."
"Then it is likely that she is still employed in the
same line, somewhere in the city, particularly as you
saw her ori th e street so recently."
" I think so."
" And it is not unlikely that she is employed in this
'/
very building."
"Still you·have not seen her in the building, and you
would be likely to do so, don't you think?"
"On the contrary I \vould be extremely unlikely to
see her."
"Why ?"
" I rarely leave my office after I enter it in the morning UI).til I leave it again to return to my home at evening. ' I never go out for luncheon; and my eyesight
is not so good as it was forty years ago."
" I wonder if you are young enough to ·do a service
for me that would help me very much indeed?" Nick
asked.
"Indeed I am, in a matter of this kind; although I
should be sorry to believe that a woman could have
committed that crime." '
" I have thought all along that it was done by a
woman," said Nick.
"'What is it that you wish me to do for you?"
"It is an immense task fo r one of your age, Mr.
Creighton. Still I believe that you can do it:"
"What is it?"
"I am assured that the woman we have been talk('

_..___

'
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ing abo1tt is inside 6f this· building at the present moment; 1that she· is .in one of the offices where she is empldyed; I ·am equally sure that you would recognize
her if you should see het."
"Witho1tt doubt?"
"Do you think you couid stand it to go from d.oot
to door of th~ offices ih the building, and to penetrate
fat enotigh to get· a view of the stenographer, or of
the working force in each office? I •don't care if it
takes you hour.s to do it, you know.' 1
·"Yes. I think I can do that. But--- "
"You can make any" excuse that occurs to you at the
moment for entering an "office. ' 1 ·
· "But, if I discover her, what shalt I do then?"
"Appear not to have noticed ·her, if that is possibie.
Get out of Hie office a$ sbon ·as y·ou can and return
here to me, and te1l 11!.e where she is to he found."
1
"I wili undertake the task, Mr. Carter. '
.
.
"Thank you. I woulq advise t_h at you begin _at ·the
top floor. It 1s my impression since ·I heard what that ·
man had to tell me who. interrupted us a few moments
•ago, and sine~ ~hat you •have told . n1e, tnat she is
employed o~ one of the floors above the one on . which
your office is located.· It may be that you will' not
have to look through more than a small part of the
·
buildirtg." ·
"Shall I begin at once?"
"Yes." '
"And I will find you h~re at tl~e door, if I have anything to teport ?"
"Yes."
"Tben I will get about. it."
Just as Creighton walked away toward the elevator
:Brogan rnade his· appearance.
"They are begihning to come in too swift for me
to chase them to their rooms now," he said. "Two
me as it is."
from
or three have'\ got away
.
'
"You may abandon that part of it now," Nick re. plied. "I want ·yot.t to stay here in my place for a
while.-"
"Remetn~er that I did not see the face at the windp'\Y,,. ~~_t'tet."
'ii reiiiember. Just stand on guard. If a woman
with r~d hai_r that is turning gtay-which tliay . be
qujte gray by thiS' time-attempts to pass out of the
buii'dirtg', speak to het and ask whb she is. Detain het
if you can until 1 retuth; if you cartnot, trail her."
"Rather a large order."
-· ;~:N-&.. :!or women .going out of the building -at this
·
hour of the day.''
~

..
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Al1 right."
"You saw Creighton, didn't you?"
"Yes."
"If he appears here again say to him to wait; that
I will be back p~esently."
. The detective hastened to the elevator then and
ascended to the top floor. He had determined to inspect the roof again.'
. '

CHAPTER XIV.
THE WOMAN WHO DID IT.

Coog~n was at bis post on the top fldor when Nick
got there.
"Nothing , doing," he said, by .way of greeting.
"Two or three have inspected that powder on the floor
rather curiously, but that's all. Look at it for yourself."
Nick did look, and he saw what Coogan. had already described to him. · It was precisely as if a pefson in passing down the stain; that communicated with
the roof had made the discovety that footprints had
beert left behind to betray the fact of a human presence the'r e; as if the individual had taken a handkerchief ot a cloth artd had deliberately- obliterated the
footprints.
·There had been no attempt to clean up the powder
entirely; si.1ch an attempt would have been _unavailing
anyway without the <lid of water.
"Have you noticed a youngish-looking, middle-aged
woman with reddish hair about this corridt>r since you
have been here, Coogan?" Nick inquired.
"No; nor any white horses, either."
"Well, stay here till I return. I'm gomg to the
roof."
"What for? I've' been up there."
The , detectiv.,e did not reply, but continued on, his
way to the roof; and the moment he 'arrived there he
discovered one thing that was not as it had been when
, he made those former visits to that part of the bµild.
ing.
Nick Carter, as ·we know, had been all his life
trained to close observation. It was a habit that had
become second nature. In passing a window on the
street he might not have been able to tell you .everything that the window contained as some persons
claim they can do, but if he returned past it a little
later, and if anything had been removed from or
added to the contents of the window he would discover that fact instantly.
The moment that he went out upon that roof, there-
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fo~e, he discovered a short ladder that leaned against

stairway and descended to the top floor ' of the buildone of the three water tanks that the roof held, and mg.
He was certain now th~t the woman he had be~n
he knew that the ladder had not been there during
seeking all the night had been inside that empty tank
either of his two former visits to the roof.
He lost no time in mounting that ladder, you may all the time when the two visits had been made to the
be sure-but it was to find that the tank into which roof during the night. It was her place of concealment, and it had never occurred to the detective that
he peered was full nearly to the top, of water.
He climbed d9wn again and carried the ladder to any one of the tanks might have been empty. · That
the next tank, ascended it again, to make the same dis- only shows how ,easily the mqst expert will at ·times
overlook an important fact.
covery. ,
It was apparent that the woman had somehow pro"Strange," he mused. Then he took · the ladder to
vided hers~lf with a key that fitted the door that le<l
the third tank.
.In the daylight he noticed then so!I\ething that had to the room-she could easily have borrowed the key
not attracted his attention in the dark, for it had been on an excuse and have had a duplicate of it made for
hef-and that she had utilized the occasion when a
dark when he was on the roof the two other times.
This third tank was new,, and had been lately third tank was to be added to the supply .on the roof,_
to carry out J1er long-cherished plat) of as.sassination.
p~inted,. although the paint was dry.
The tank .~as a ready and, almos.t a perfect hiding
He took note of these things while he climbed · th~
ladder to the top of t~e tank. And then he leaned for- place if it should becol11e know;1 that a shot had been
fired from a window of. that building, and a s~arch
ward and looked- inside of it.
shoul.d be made for the person who fired it.
"Well, what do you think of that!" he muttered to
Nick realized, in that moment of thought, that when •
. himself; and instantly he raised himself to the rim of
had seen her face at the window of rooin 1218, th e
he
the tank and dropped ,down inside of it, for the tank
preceding evening, she had also seen his face through
contained no water.
wii1dow of De~ring's law office.
the
What it did. contain-the thing tl1at he instantly
More than ·that. She had realized thaU1e had seen
seized upon the second he alighted at the bottom of
f~ce, or. 1ad at l ~ast.seen that some person was jn
her
the tank, was a thirty-eight-caliber revolver, with a
room from which the death-dealing shot had
that
long barrel, such as is used for target practice, and it
was provided with a skeleton stock that could be fitted come; and she had known, of course, that no time
against the shoulder when the weapon was fired, thus would be lost in making a search of that building.
It did not appear yet just why she had chosen to
affording the firm and steady aim that a rifle .gives to
herself locked inside that building the nig1_1t.aftcr
have
one wh6 is using it.
I
The chambers in the cylinder of the weapon were the commission of the crime, unless she had been too
empty, but there were powder marks against the front greatly terror-stricken by her own deed to dare to
of the cylinder around one of them, and the long bar- face people upon the st reets of the city.
Doubtless that was th~ "soltffion of tha~ portioi11 of
rel, when he held it up to the light and looked through
it, showed at once that the weapon had l;ieen lately dis- the problem.
tharged.
. She had waited, not daring to leaye . the building
There was a woman's tortoise-shell comb there, too; t11at day, and waited until it was too late to do so, and
such as is worn in the hair to keep stray hairs in place; had been locked inside, so that she could not get out
and there were a dozen stumps of smoked-out ciga- wit~out apprising the watchman of her preiience there;
rettes. Also there were crumbs galore, as if the per- · and she did not want it to be said that she had been
I
son who had been there had taken a supply of sand- ili~~
wiches along.
Then, drawn as a magnet draws a needle, to, tbat
Nick climbed out of the tank again with the aid of room from · which she had fired the fatal shot, she
the spikes that had been driven into it for that pur- had discovered through. the window that there· were
pose, to be used when the tank had to be cleaned; and lights in Deering's office, for ,Nick and the inspector
were there, as we know.
he took the revolver and the comb with him.
And she had probably watched those opposite ·win"The thing is working itself down to a fine point
now," he told himself, as he went toward the hooded dows, fascinate-cl, devoured by \,'.Uriosity as to what
0
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was happening in Deering's office; and she had
watc~ed too long.-until Nick Carter snapped off the
lights and raised the curtain suddenly to show the inspector the window in the opposite building.
She had been seen, anq she knew that she had; and
she had fled to her hiding place in the tank on the
roof; and there she had spent the night--o\- two nights
altogether-waitin g until the hour when she knew
that the building would be thrown open.
Then the guilty woman had sn~aked out of her hiding place, had unlocked the door at the bottom of the
stairs to the roof, had discovered that the corridor
was deserted, had started to flee to the office where
she worked, but had been brought up with a round
turn by the discovery of the talcum powder.
All these considerations pass~d through the mind
of the detective while he was descending from the
roof to rejoin Coogan, who waited for him.
The officer from headquarters espied the target
gmi at once, and exclaimed about it; and Nick stood
there with him ·while he related his discoveries on the
roof.
.They were over near the stairway to the roof, far
removed from the elevator shafts, and •while the detective was talking, he saw a man leave an elevator
that had ascended, and dart rapidly along the corridor
at the front of the building and disappear.
He ceased speaking in the middle of a se'ntence and
started forward hastily.
"vVhat now?." asked Coogan.
Nick did not reply, a\ld Coogan followed him.
· The corridor at the front of the building was vacant, and Nick stopped, wondering into which room
the man' that he had seen had disappeared; for that
nian had been Percy Dalton, the ·clerk in the office of
' the dead Carleton Deering.
But while Nick was still wondering, a door far
. down the corridor opened and Dalton appeared again,
almost running, so hasty were his steps; and he
literally ran into the arms of Nick Carter, which
reached out for him.
"We'll go back there to that office, Dalton," Nick
said coldly. "That is where the woman is employed
who ~hot Mr. Deering, isn't it?"
.l)alton nodded. He seemed unable to speak.
"What is that woman to you, Dalton?" Nick demary:l~d1 pausing for the reply.
"She is my aunt. But it's all up now. She's in
there. . , I tded to keep .her from doing it, and thought

.

I had, but she did it j~st the same. There's an old
guy in there now, talking to her, and she has confessed the whole thing to him."
"I'm afraid, Percy, that;it will go hard with you
for your connection with this affair, although I do
not believe you approved of it," said Nick.·
Dalton remained silent and Nick and the officer
from headquarters entered the room where they discovered Mr. Creighto~, benign old man that he was,
pleading with her; and she was crying and sobbing
her heart out to him, telling him all about it; telling
him much more clearly than she would have told
others, perhaps.
• It was fortunate perhaps that her employers had
not arrived as yet, and the only persons in the room
were therefore those that we have named.
So this is the end of the story.
The woman who committed the deed was Agnes
Dalton, the maiden aunt of Percy Dalton, and she
had taken the name of Maddox because it was the
name of the man she was to have married one week
from the day of his mysterious disappearance, twenty
years ago.
She had mourned him as one who was dead, until
years afterward she believed that s~e had discovered
him again in the person of John Carleton, a married
man with a daughter. Then she had determined to
have his life, but Percy Dalton had argued her out
of it.
But when the discovery was made that Carleton was
ri.ot only Maddox, but Deering, and when such of ~he
facts had been aired in the papers, · she had made the
determination anew, with the consequences as we
know them. In that one respect, at least, she ~as
crazed, and J;ier case never came up for trial, , for she
was taken to a State institution for the criminal msarie.
THE END•

"A Fight for a Million; or, Nick Carter
Straightens a Tangle," is the title of the story that
will be found in the next issue of this weekly. In
this story a ' cousin of the woman who murdered
Deering claims that she married Deering when he
was Maddox, and that her son is <!lso his and therefore entitled to his estate. Nick's fight for the . estate
for Allisop Deering is a story of incident and excite»
ment from start to finish. The story also shows Nick
in ·the role of a lawyer. Don't miss this story! It
is No. 3, and will be out September 28th.
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THE NEWS OF ALL NATIONS.

.,

Looking fqr an Arctic Rou.te to Siberia.
Celestial kingdorr1 are working out on Percy rapid work with their pla11s for harnessing
A telegram was recently received .from Field, the regular athletic grounds of the the power of the "Potoinac.
The aim is to utilize the fal ls for gener atSpitzbergen, stating that ·Nansen. on the university athletes, under the direction of
yacht Veslemey, is at present working on Frank Sheehan, assistant trainer to the ing electric lighting and power for Washthe northern coast of the archipelago near Cornell track and cross-country teams, and ington and the· numerous suburban railthe. ~ase· from which the Norwegian ex- ~heehan says they are making V\'.ry sat- ways running in and out of the District of.
ped1t1on u·n der Hoel and Staxrud recently 1sfactory progress. Some of the Occidental Columbia.
· athletes had never worn spiked run ning
· set out to explore the coast.
Falls Three Stories; Unhurt.
The Russian expedition commanded by , shoes ~efore, :and ~heehan experienc~d
'While standing in a rocking-chair at ~n
Rusanoff and Kutchin, the oceanographer, some d1ffic:ulty 111 gettmg them upon their
left Green Harbor after exploring the west- toes" but 111 the try-outs they work very open window of her home, Alice Coghan, 3
em coast of Spitzbergen. They are going creditably for amateurs, and sev.eral years, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
north to Nova Zembla and as far east as equaled the best performances that have Coghan, of Boston, lost her balance and
possible. They · hope' to reach Solitude been made at this i:neet last year, when the fell three stories to the ground, escaping
with only a shaking up and slight bruises.
Island in order to examine into the possi- Cornell men got third.
The child was picked up by a neighbor,
bility of opening up a · new line of comSays H ay-Pauncefote Treaty Voidable. ' who saw he!' fall and ran out expecting
munication between the Siberian rivers arid
Europe:
.
Hannis Taylor, former minister .to Spain , to find her lifeless on the ground. The
.. The Russian expedition is prepared to and a writer on international law, published neighbor carried the littLe girl into the
remain in the .arctic regions through the an open letter contending that the Hay- hou ~ e, which was the first intimat ion her
winter.
'
Pauncefote treaty is voidable because qf pa rents had of her remarkable escape..-·
the situation arising from Panama's ceding
New G~an Squadron ~Yip J9J4.
TO!> Much for Him!
the Canal Zone to the United ,States.
Such progress has been ,made in increases
"There is no room for hair$plitting on
Following a tempestuous session in his
court.room during the hearing of an ·elec- that point," writes Mr. Taylor. "Within in the Gert!'lan · naXiy, voted <luring this
tion frau.d case brought by Socialists, fist i- the Canal Zone the United States is sov- year's session ·.of the · Reichstag, that it is
. ,cuffs being engaged in and weapons drawn, ereign for all the purposes of international now officially announced :that the new third
·Judge Thomas Jam es, of Tampa, Fla., law. Under that law it is well settled that squadroµ of eight battlesh.ip·s will be comdroppe;d dead from' apop lexy. Judge J ames a treaty becomes voidable, not void when-· missioned by the autumn of 1914. This
collapsed immediately following a personal ever. a change has taken place in the funda- will bring the active battle fleet up to
encounter between Dan Robinson, defeated mental conditions existing at the time it twenty-five battleships in foll c9mmission.
Socialist qmdidate for mayor, and Mitchell was made." The wri ter quotes Hall, an
Boys to Get Large clndemnity,
McKay, a brother of Mayor D. E. McKay, English authority on international laws, in
Twenty-five thousand dollars for spendwho was the successful opponent of Robi11- support of this contention.
Mr. Taylor r efers to Russia's repudiation ing nine . weeks in a loathsome Mexican
son.
The trial had been one of tlie sensations in 1870_ of ce~tain portions 9f the tr eaty jail at Juarez ·is ·the balm Edward H.
which drew a crowd which filled the court- of Pans relating to the. Black Sea, and Blatt, an Avalon, Pa', , boy and ·fo rmerly a
room to su ffocation and overflowed into contends it set a precedent upon which the member of 'P resident. Madero's insurrecto
ar my, will get from the Mexican governthe street. The fight between l\obinson United States may act.
ment,
and McKay fo llowed a recess taken by
Young Blatt and Lawrence E. Converse,
Arrest ~early the Whole Town.
the court immediately after W . J. Stafof Glendora, Colo., while carrying mesfo rd, one of the accused election inspecConstabuliiry arrested a large proportion sages for Madero, were captured by the
1
t ors, attempted to assault S. Ca~paretti, a of villagers of Lucan, Ireland, charged with
witness for the prosecution, while Campa- helping to tear down a nearly completed fede rals on American soil and thrown into
prison
at
Juarez
•
.
The
·
.American
governretti was testifying.
consuqiption sanitarium because th ey . ob- ment ,succeed.e d irt effecting the · re lease
of
. lm1J1ediately O{l reaqjo~rnment coiviseJ jected to prese;nce _of consumptives,
t~e boys after- considerable diplomatic tenf? r the ~efe.nse commenced arguing a moRoosevelt Tree Dead.
510n. Blatt anrtounted that he had' retion to d1sm1ss the defendants, when Judg·e
ceived notic'e . from .. the ·:Mexican governJam es collapsed. He was. hurried t o his
The gigqntic Douglass fir tree in Ravenna ment that the special co·n .mittee appointed
home near by where he died a few minutes Park, in Seattle, Wash., whieh was named to investigate the case of 1himself and Con. later.
~1 hobnor odf ~heodfore Roose".elt, and which verse hiid awar ded each .of them $25,ooo
as een ymg or some time, was con- indemnity.
·
'.,
New York National Guard lVJay Have
demned to be cut down. The Roosevelt
·
·
• .. .
-Aeroplanes.
tree was ·i;nore than te11 feet in diameteli· Seeks IndemnitY _from the "P il11ama -~vern"Aeroplanes may become an adjunct to and more than two hundred feet tall. It
·m ent for Son's ·Death.
· ·
the New York State National Guard " Ad- was one of the sights of Sell,ttle. .
Charging_ that her sbn, Ralp.)1; , z8 years
jutant General Verbeck says. He explained
old, was killed by a ba):'bnet thrust at the
that the joint military maneuvers would be
To U
. ~ P otomac W ater P ower. ·
hands of a policeman of the city of
· given · additional interest by establishing
The prelnnmary survey of the Great Falls Panama, Mrs. Laura A. Davis, of Los Anheadquarters for Governor Dix near of the Potomac with a view to the gov- 1geles, Cal., has ' asked United States Sena.Bridgeport, Conn., at which the milita ry ~rnment's uti lizing the water power there, tor vVorks to ask · the government's aid
committees of the legislature would locate is t? be prosecuted this. f_all under the di- to obtain justice and an indemn~ty from
· · August II to 13.
rectton of Colonel W ilham C. Langfitt, the Panama government. According to ad. At t!iiii time Beckwith Havens, an expert of the army engineer ·cotps, assisted by vices from Frederick C. Davis a . brother
aeroplanist, will demonstrate the uses of Cle1_11ens Herschell, one o_f the leading civil now in Panama, Ralph Davis' wa~ .. killed
· the machine in war, · and four regular army engmeers of. New York City.
during the .Fourth of J uly c.eleb:r:11tiorr of
. experts will take' part.
The appol!ltment of Mr. Herschell was United States marines and soldier£. .·
annqunced by General Bixby, chief. of en·
·
',.- < .
A Chlacae Track 'I'eam at Cornell.
gineers of the army. The lev'els and water- England to Try and Prevent I;>efect!ves from
Marryiogt
,·
· ·
f, Con1ell has a Chinese track team, and if gauge work at the falls g,p.d many other
it dQesn't _win the championship at the in- d_etails connected with the survey of · the
London has some 50,000 per;sons· who
. tercollegiate· conference of Chinese stu- site have been completed by_the topographi- will · be incl~ded within th~ 'SCClpe ef the
dents to be held at Williamstown, it will cal. survey corps of ~he. Umt~d States geo- mental ~efic1ency bill, a government. meas· not ·be because they have not trained hard logtcal su_rvey, an~! 1t 15 beheved that the ure which. the county council ·· apprehends
to make gooq. Seventeen athletes from the army eng111eer5 will · be able• to make very is goin~ to .be passed this year-.. '.,f n - ~e - ci r.. ' ?..t! r :_
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cumstances the council are anxious that
their recommendations may be incorporated
in the proposed legislation, of which th e
council generally express approval. A report on the bill by the education' committee has :been drawn up, and will be
considered by the council at its next nfeeting.,
The measure contains the following
clause, by which, for the first time, an effort is to be made to eliminate the unfit :
"If any person intermarries with, or attempts to intermarry with, any person
whom he knows to be defective within the
meaning of the act, or if any person solemnizes or procures or connives at any
marriage, knowing that one of the parties
thereto is defective, he shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor."
The county council, which will have to
administer this new legislation, will thus
have the duty of deciding what persons
are marriageable and those who are not.
Apart from the people who are declared
to be lunatics, and who are maintained in
the asylums, the council now maintains
ninety schools for mentally deficient children, and at present there are 700 such
children on the roll. These children cost
the ratepay<Ys $soo,ooo a year. When the
new legislation comes into operation there
will necessarily 'be an augmentation of the
numbers, and though the government proposes to make grants for maintenance, a
great additional burden will be placed upon
the ratepayers.

Good Dead Microbes Used to Slay Bad Live
Ones.
The old Amerrcan fr ontier adage that the
only good Indians are dead ones is more
than p6rtinently applicable to the microbe
war that is going on at St. Mary's H ospital,
London, for in this hospital the dead good
micro~es are used to slay the living evil
·
·
ones.
Sir Almoth Wright, who has a way of
making scientific subjects popular, calls St.
Mary's the Scotland Yard · of microbes.
Here he has organized his sta ff just as the
detective staff of the great criminal detection department is organized. The work
•he describes in a report just issued:
"Having found the central abode of the
criminal microbe," writes Sir Almoth, "the
doctor hands over the administration of
capital punishment to microbes of its own
class. By inoculating a patient suffering
with inflammation with a suitable number
of dead microbes of the same variety as
those found to be causing the inflammation, the natural opponents of microbe life
in the blood are stimulated into action and
assist the cure."
France Receives Lar,.;e Sums from Gambling
Clubs.
Surprising figures were quoted by M.
Empereur in the French Senate in a speech
in which he complained that the laws regulating gambling in the clubs and casinos
at watering places were unsatisfactory.
Th_ere are 123 such watering places with
143 casinos. The gross receipts at th e
gambling tables in I9II am·o unted to $9,6oS,ooo, bf which about $3,000,000 was taken
at the petit chevaux and $6.6oo,ooo at baccarat. The govern ment receives IS per cent
of th is sum, or $1 ,441,000. W hen th e law
was passed in 1907, the minister of th e interior calculated on receiving $8oo,ooo only
'
from this source.
The greatest money-taker, as many

when Mamee jumped in. The men tried to
pull him from the ·boat, but -Mrs. Astor interceded fo r him and when the men persisted in• their efforts to take him fr om the
boat she hid him under her wraps so that
the men could not reacq hi~.
.,,
Notorious Horse Thief Caught.
' Pursued for four months through the
wilds of northern Canada by members of
the Northwest Mounted Police, Will Ropp,
said by the authorities to be the most notorious horse rustler and cattle thief in the
western country, has been apprehended and
is in the barracks· at Calgary, Alberta, Cand
ada, awaiting trial. The chase covere
nearly 21000 miles and was remarkable for
the persistency with which the police followed the trail of the fugitive through the
trackless north country.
Ropp, ·tired of being hunted, finally gave
up and confessed to a list of offenses which
was a ·revelation even to the officers. His
·confession tells in detail of several hundred crimes, and ~opp adds the statement
that he has committed as many more, deJ ohn McReynolds, a r9-year-old you.th, tails of which he has forgotten.
·
who escaped from th e George Jumor
Republic on May 29, appeared in Ithaca,
Suburbs.
London
from
Driven
Mormons
N. Y., recently, on his way back to
The campaign against the Mormon misthat institution to redeem a promise
made to William R. George, founder of sionaries in the southern suburbs of Lonthat institution, to the effect that if he don has resulted in the defeat of the Utah
ever r an away he would return within proselytizers. The Mormons' campaign in
sixty-five days, Mr. George agreeing to London centered in the suburbs on either
undergo the jail punishment in the Repub- side of Brixton ,Hill. Their final stronglic jail himself if the youth did not keep his hold was the Stockwell Institute, and from
this they have now been turned out by the
word.
McReynolds had no compunctions about owner.
The Mormons had been in the neighbormaking his break for liberty, and said that
he got all the way to the Pacific coast. hood of Brixton Hill for some time, makHe convinced the local authorities that l1'e ing house-to-house calls, and trying to inhad been there. In Los Angeles, however, duce young girls to join them. Their camhe began to think about his promise to paign roused the clergy of the district to
Mr. George, and try as he would he could action, and a counter campaign was begun.
not banish it from his mind. His sixty- The chief organizer in this was the Revfive days being almost up, McReynolds erend W. Hook Longsdon, the vicar of St.
boarded a fast freight at _Los Angeles, and Andrew's, Stockwell. By a system of
by continuous riding across the continent peaceful picketing, he prevented a large
on fast trains he reached Ithaca. McReyn- number of girls from ent_e ring the Stockolds reached Freeville three days within well Institute, where the Mormons held
Sunday meetings. Now this has been taken.
the limit set by Mr. George.
from them, and the Mormons have been
driven from the neighborhood.
Try to Cure Criminal by an Operation.
The man who finally got rid of the MorIn an operation on the skull of John
Howard, aged 21, a self-confessed burglar, mons is Henry Hermitage, the owner of
who has urged surgeons l:o operate in or- a bi~ piano emporium in Cla_pham Road.
der that he may become an honest citizen, He 1s also the proprietor of the Stocktwo Minneapolis doctors removed a tumor well Institute, and he told recently the
which was pressing upon his brain, be- story of how and why he turned them
sides lifting a depression of the bone over out.
" Some time ago," he said, "some peothe right temple. They believe Howard
pie came to me calling themselves the
will be cured of kleptomania.
Howard, who has been in the r eform Latter-day Saints, and asked to rent th e
school, was paroled to two phys icians on in stitute for a period for the purpose of
the motion of the county attorn ey in order holding meetings there. I had never heard
of their sect before, and did not connect
that the operation might b~ performed.
them with the Mormons for one moment.
As their references were excellent-includSues for Jewels Lost on "Titanic...
Hadue Mamee, a cabin passenger saved ing the recommendation of a mayor-the
from the Titan ic, has sued the W hite Star institute was let to them.
"I di\} not hear anything more for some
line for $25,000, the value he places on
jewels he was bringing to this country. T o time, and so far as I knew everything
his attorney, H oward M. Long, he said was going al ong satisfactorily. Then I
,heard something, and in consequence of
Mrs. J ohn Jacob Astor had saved him.
According to t he story of Mamee, who what was said to me I decided to pay a
is a Syrian, as told by his attorney, Mamee visit to the institute. I went last Sunday
plunged th rough the line of remonstrating. and listened to their addresses. To me
men and into the same lifeboat as Mrs. they appeared to be nothing else but sheer
Asto r when it was learned that the Titanic blasphemy uttered over and over again, and
that decided me. I got into communiwas sinki ng.
M rs. Astor had just kissed her husband cation with the Mormons at once, and told
good-by and taken her seat in the lifeboat them · that it would be better for all par-

Americans will readily guess, is Enghien,
just outside Paris. ln round figur es the
receipts at some of the principal watering
plaoes are: Enghien, $1,88o,ooo; Nice (municipality), $1,6oo,ooo; Trouville, $68o,ooo;
Aix-les-Bains, $s8o,ooo; Vichy, $s6o,ooo;
Biarritz, $520,000; Nice (promenade),
$420,000; Lieppe, $320,ooo; Boulogne, $28o,000; Cannes, $220•000·
Croupiers and money cha 1gers share in
the luck of winn.ers, and during the year the
hundred employees at Enghien received
v·
h fif
·
·
ty at ichy about
$34o.ooo m tips, t e
$2,8oo each, the forty-two at Aix-les-Bains
nearly $3.SOO each, at Biarritz $2,6oo each,
•
and at Dieppe over $2,8oo each.
Senator Empereur complained that the
present law was. unjust to casinos whose
receipts were small. He cited examples of
rapid fortunes made by .concession holders
of casinos. Thus Mr. D., once a painter
and poor, made $4,000,ooo at Nice. The
Messrs B. cleared $6,000,000 in thirty years
at Cobourg, Aix-les-Bains/- a.nd Pau.
George Junior Republic Boy Keeps His Word.
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ties concerned if they left as quickly and
as quietly as possible,
"I could not absolutely turn them out
at once, for an agreement is an agreement;
sb I judged it better to use polite measures
-at first. However, the Mormons, seeing
how things were going, judged it wiser to
· retire at once, and I returned their rent
to them."
Woman Wedged in Mine T unoel JS Houts.
Wedged tightly in a small turtnel of a
Silver Mountain, Colo., mine, through
which she tried to follow ' her husband and
brother, Mrs. A. A. Clampsky, a wealthy
New York woman, could not move for 18
hours, and kept the two men prisoners in
the hole into which they had crawled ahead
of her.
The husband and brothet were forced
to work with their bare hands on the rock
She fainted three
~alls to release her.
1
times.
The party had gone to the mine, an unworked one, with the intention of investi~
gating it for investment.
Mrs. Clampsky has decided not to inves .
"Be Kind to Your Horses0 Signs in Boston.
Between 50 and 100 signs bearin/1 the inscription ''Be kind to your horses' will be
placed upon electric light poles throughout
the city by President Francis H . Rowley,
of the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals, in Boston 1 if proper
arrangemehts can be made witn the electtic light company, according to an announcement made by William A. Leahy,
Mayor Fitzgerald's private secretary.
President Rowley called at the mayor's
office and offered to place the signs on the
poles at his own expense, and Secretary
Leahy assured · him that the mayor and
street commissioners would give him 1 the
necessary permission,}£ there .is no objection on the part of me electric companies,
which own the pbles.
Shocked to Death Through Cake of Ice.
Peter Polus, thirty years old, driver for
an ice company, was killed in a peculiar
manner in Pittsburgh. Polus was carrying
a block of ice on his shoulder. In the
basement of a saloon the ice rubbed a wire
from which the insulation had been removed. Polus fell dead.
The coroner's physician found that Polus was walking on a wet floor, his clothes
were wet, and that· when .the ice touched
the wire his body grounded a circuit of
2,200 volts.
The Mayoress of Johannesburg.
Johannesburg, the commercial metropolis
of South Africa, has entrusted its city
government to the leadership of a wbman,
Mrs. A. M. Ellis, who bears the title of
"mayoress."
Mayoress Ellis is planning a competetive international exhibition of handiwork
in October, and the consular corps in
Johannesburg <ire recommending that their
governments cooperate by urging the sending of exhibits, and Edwin N. Gunsaulus,
American consul, has joined in this recommendation.
The department of commerce and labor
has directed th e director of the commercial
museum to receive and forward all American exhibits fo r the Johannesburg exhibition.
The commercial museum will receive loan
collections or donations of women's and

children's handiwork for exhibition in Johannesburg; will pack and send the same
to the exhibition without . expense to the
exhibitor, and will make all necessary arrangements with those in charge of the
exhibition for their free return. All material submitted for the purpose will be
entered for award, and the commercial
museum will distribute such awards to exhibitors when received. Any work so forwarded may, if desired, be offered for sale
in Johannesburg for the benefit of the exhibitor.
Mayoress Ellis, of Joha1\nesburg, explains that only hand-made articles, more
or less decorative in their nature, and
neither bulky nor fragile, be sent by exhibitors. She suggests that such articles
might include ladies' wearing apparel, such
as shirt waists, et cetera, cushion and pillow covers, various articles of Indian work,
such as moccasins, leather and bead work,
birch bark ornaments, et cetera, handcarved and hand-painted work, hand-made
·book c6vers, et cetera. These or any other
articles wliiclr would indicate American
handicraft would be desirable.
The Johannesburg e~hibition is to cover
a wide terril;pry· in South Africa and will
aid all classes, especially the native colored
population, about 100,000 of whom live in
Johannesburg alone. It is thougl1t, therefo re, that in addition t o competitive e hibits
by individuals or corporations, philanthropic societies, women's clubs, missionary
societies, et cetera, may wish to participate.

streets and showing no visible means of
·
support.
On being questioned by the police, he
could give no details of his life before
or after May 23. To all questions he replied: "He who has fo rbidden me to speak
has. crossed the ocean and the police will
find him."
For the present the chauffeur, whose
name is kept secr et by the police, has been
sent to an asylumJ but 'Physicians think that
the case is one ot h,l;'pnotic suggestion, and
the cause a "refined ' vendetta.
Boy Makes Thtee Rescues in One Afternoon.
Three different times in one afternoon,
Ray Camplin, the r3-yea.r -old son of M. B.
Carnplin, saved younger boys from drowning at a swimming pool near Sheridan,
Wyo • .
The first was Byron Miller, \vho had been
shoved off a diving plank into deep water.
The second was Albert Dunn; and the
third was Kenneth Peckenpaugh. A ll of
them were unable to swim. They were
caught in deep water and rescued. Peckenpaugh' had gone down a second time and
was lost to the view of his l10rrified comrades when Camplin dived to the bohorn
and hauled him safely to shore.
Mote Pleasure Boats on Canal Than Thase
Wblch Catty Freight.
More than 1,500 permits to owners of
pleasure craft to navigat~ the waters of
the New York State Canal have been issued
this year by Duncan C. Peck, State superintendent of public works.
During the last f~w years the number
of such craft on the State waterways has
increased so rapidly that they now outnumber those used for commercial purposes, am:! special rules have been promulgated for their regulation. The speed limit
on the canal is fixed at not to exceed four
miles an hour.

Berlin So Oean F1ies Can't Live There.
The notedly clean streets of the capital
city of the German empire not only assist in
keeping the death rate low and please the
~e, but a·dd as well to the comfort of
everyday life.
At this' season of the year, while young
America is being taught to "swat the fly,"
there is no occasion to teach Berliners any
such activity. Although window screens
Protests Against New Ptench Helmet.
are almo~t ' unknown here so few flies can
Hector Malacarne, a professor of hairbe found in any place that they appear
dressing, has addressed a vigorous appeal
lonely.
The city's admirable stred-cleaning meth- to M. Millerand, the mirtister of war, of
ods do not leave enough refuse to permit . France, protesting with indignation against
the new helmet 'vhich is to 'be worn by the
flies · to breed.
French infantry. Says the professor: "Th is
helmet is the enemy of the French capilKing George V. Presents Cup.
Ahnouncement is made by the New York lary system. It is, if 1 may so express myYacht Club that King George V. has pre- self, a crime against nature, an insult to
sented a CU,!> to the club, to be known as the Creator; it is, considering the advanced
the King's Cup. It is to take the place of state of our capillary knowledge, an irony, a
the cup presented by the late King Edward mockery, a paradox. M. Millerand has a
VII. in.November, 1905• . The club has been fine head, because he has plenty of hair.
asked to r etain the King Edward trophy as Would he be as ·handsome if he were bald?
a memorial of the late ruler of Great He should reject this headdress and create
another more in conformity with the legitiBritain.
T.he same conditions will apply to the new mate aspirations of a progressive people."
cup as governed the old one, the chief proBartender · Wins . Scholarship.
visions being that the trophy shall be held
J ohn Larson, nineteen years old 1 emforever by the New York Yacht Club, to
be sailed for ahnual-ly, preferably off New- ployed in his father's saloon as a bartender.
port, during the cruise of the New York has been selected by the Princeton Club, of
Ch icago, for a scholarship, and will have
Yacht Club.
Any yacht belonging to any yacht club in . his expenses paid for four years at llie unithe United States in good standing is eli- verslty by that club.
Larson graduated from the Evanston
gible to enter for the races. The name of
each yacht winning it and the name of her Academy in June, paying his expenses out
owner \v)ll be inscribed upon the cup, and of his own earnings. It was his h,abit to
each winning yacht will receive a 'suitable do considerable studying afte11 the1lsaloon
was closed at r o'clock in the mdtning.
medal to commemorate her victory.
As a student at the' academy Larsen made
a good r ecord. In addition to leading his
Case of Hypnotic Suggestion,
A curious case of hypnotic suggestion is classes, he was a good baseball and {ootreported from Turin, Italy. For some davs ball player. After an investigation o( the
a chauffeur has been wandering roun9 the boy's habits and home life he was selected

•
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as a "man of all-around ability." The club the sand will be examined. Rock forma- the llf ord, wh ich arrived at Philadelphia
selects one man each year upon whom to tion can be studied and sketched. The de- recently.
Chief Officer W. F. Bassett was on the
bestow a scholarship at Princeton.
signer says' the boat is a marvel of simP!icity. In the keel lil1e, forward and aft bridge when he sighted the body. A lifeStevenson Relic to be Sold.
ot the mathiner y, a trough is made the · boat was lower ed and it was found that a ·
For the benefit of the literary it has re- sides of which have been . painted black life preserver was fastened around the
cently been announced that the Casco, in to screen .t he r eflection of the water. The body. There was found a watch with the
which Robert Louis Stevenson made his vessel will be driven by a gasoline engine initials engraved on it and personal effirst cruises into the romantic seas of the of twenty-five horse power, capable of de- feds of val ue, which the stewar d had eviSouth Pacific, is to be put under the ham- veloping a speed of eigbt knots an hour, · dently collected just before the vessel went
.
mer, and it is of equal interest to shipping with auxiliary plants. According to the down.
His official papers were found water!Yen to .know that the Casco is one of forty scientists who have designed the boat, it
\·essels, all owned by one company, which would have been of great value 'in the soaked in his pocket and it was from these
are now for sale at Victoria.
Titanic catastrophe. They believe it would that his identity was ascertained. The
The entire ileet of the Victoria Sealing solve the questio11 of what was the final body was buried at sea.
Company is to be disposed of, because of fate of the s unken liner. The best inCat Takes Ocean Trip to Revtw Splrita.
the treaty entered into between the United formed believe tliat the big vessel, owing to
Among the passengers on a steam·e r from
States, Canada, Russia, and Japan, whid1 the great depth in which she went down,
puts an end to sealing for the next- four- does not rest on the ocean's bottom, but the West Indies, which arrived at New
teen years, and consequently throws a big floats below the surface of the water, where York recently, was a black and white Persian cat, owned by Sir Arch ibald Baker, of
flotilla of sealing schooners out of com- the pressure equals the ship's weighl
.
London.
•
mission.
lor
~atlon
"Equal
Says
Eliot
Mr.
The cat was put on board at SouthampTwelve of the fqrty ships in the Victoria
·
Women."
ton by order of a cat specialist, who had
fie.e t have been under American registry
and may still sail under the Stars and.
"Equal immigration for women," was the been consulted by Sir Ar chibald whert his
Stripes. Several o! them, ranging from substance of a proposition broacl1e<l at pet's spirits seemed to be rather low.
forty to IJO .tons, were pretentious yachts Honolulu by Doctor Charles W. Elia.t,
Two Bulla Flgbl Dud.
in their heyday and have histories as in- presidet1t enteritus of Harvard University.
Two fine Kentucky Herford bulls fought
teresting and picturesque as the old Casco. Doctor Eliot, however, was lookng at the
subject not from the standpoint of women's a duel to death on the fancy sto-ck far m
P ius X. ~ought H e Would Not Ctlebtate rights, but as part of the study of the of Al Hardman, a well-klm\.\-,1 politicia11,
N inth A nniversary of Elevation.
influx of foreign peoples into the United in Big Bend, Calhoun County, W. Va. T he
larger bull weighed a ton :md cost $1,225,
Shattering the widely accepted belief, in States.
which he himself shared, that he would not
"If men immigrate the women of their while the younger was valued at $400.
There had been bad blood between the
live to celebrate nine anniversaries of qis race sho],!ld come, too," he said.
elevation t-o the Vatican throne, Pius X. reHe ad{i"ocated laws which would prevent ·animals and they went at each other 'ferocently completed the ninth year of his pon- the preponderance of more than live per ciously. They fought disregarding the neartificate.
cent of men over women in any race ente r- ness of a steep river bank, over which they '
The odd belief that he would die before ing the country. 1Ioral stamina and racial tumbled into the Kanawha.
Instead of attempting to escape from the
the anniversary was based on the manner: purity, he said. .would be safeguarded by
river, they contin ued tlie death conflict
in which his holiness' entire life has been such regulation_
until both became exhausted and sank.
divided into periods of nine years.
To Celtbrate Fifty Years of Freedom.
Their bodies were later seen floating down
He was ordained a priest in 1858, and
The !\ational Etnancipation Commemo- the river. Both we re badly mutilated.
serv_ed as curate for nine years. Then
followed his promotion to the post of parish rati\·e Society, an organization composed of
Pugilist Would be Scbool-'tcacher.
priest at Salzano, where he remained for colored citizens in a majority of the States
Herman Hen ry, a lightweight pugilist,
nine years. Next came nine years as chan- of the Union, is making extensive preparacellor of the diocese nine as Bishop of tions for the national jubilee to be held in who also is knoww. as "Prince" Hel}ry, has
:\Iantua, and nine as Cardinal and P atriarch \Vas11lngton September 22 to 26 in celebra- made application to :Mrs. Ella Fla~g Young,
tion of the fiftieth anniversary of the issu- superintendent of schools, at Chicago, for
of Venice. '
So firmly was he convinced that this ance of the emancipation proclamation by a positiqn as tea-cher.
Henry is said to be the only boxer in
. divisio~ of his life would continue to the Abraham Lincoln.
t he ring who holds a diploma above that
end that he frequently &pressed to his
of a 11igh 'school. He is a graduate of the
" Frisco" Not \be 1-qal Namt.
friends the certainty he felt that nine years
The pugilist
"Frisco" is not San Francisco. This de- Allentown, Pa., Institut~.
would terminate his pontificate, a terminacision of the treasury department was com- says he is anxious to teach and is espetion possible only with his death.
municated to Collector Stratton in reply to cially desirous of obtaining a position iu
Building Steam Yacht With a GllW> Bottom. the collector's protest against the use of the Chicago schools.
A glass-botto.med steam 1acht is being seals stamped "Frisco" on bonded governThree-cent Bounty on Rats at Galvatoo.
built at Mathis' shipyard, Cooper's Point, ment goods.
The government finds that "Frisco" lacks . Recently the Galveston "first rats of the
Camden, N. J., for scientific purposes, in
order that persons interested in the mys- distinctiveness and dignity, land that there season." numbering twenty-four, each worth
teries of the sea may get a glimpse of the are several villages of the name of Frisco. a bounty of three cents, wete brought to
the office of Commissioner V. E. Austin,
ocean bed. It is the first vessel of its
· who sent both the catcher and their rats
United States to Help Refugees.
kind ever built in this country. The botThe destitution of American refugees ' to the city incinerator plant to leave their
tom will be made of French plate glass one
inch thick, in sections, divided by steel from Mexico, now quartered at El Paso, re- catch and get pay slips. The honor 0£ th~
frames. An ingenious arrangement fo r suited in the passage by the Senate ot a • first catch goes to Arthur Peterson, mesproviding illumination so that the explor- resolution autho rizing the war department senger for the Mackay Telegraph O:rmpany.
ers can see under the waves has been con- , to spend $100,000 in transporting them to bis catch yielding four rodents for which
structed by the introduction of submarine such points in the United States as they a slip upon City Secretary John D. Kelly
for twelve cents was given him. Hatdly
radio light for the purpose of making vis- wish to reach.
Senator Bailey. declares the refugees were had young Peterson gotten out of Cornible the bottom of the seal and bringing
obj ects resting or floating t iere into clear in dire need, and in most cases were un- missioner Austin's office before a second
contribution was brought in by Louis
view. For certain kinds of work one or more able to proceed beyond that city.
Brooks, a co1ored driver, to the number 0£
••
" .
large incandescent lamps will be dropped
twenty. He, too, was se~t to the incineraBody of Titanic Stew ard Found,
from the bottom of the boat to the vicinity
'l'he body 0£ W . F. Chiverton, the chi ef tor, receiving a slip for the sum of sixty
of the wreck or other object to be inspected. Especial attention will be paid by steward of the Titanic, was found in lati- cents tor his night's work.
It ls expected that before the week is out
those who have given their time and spent tude 49.o6 north, longitude 42.51 west, by
their money to the study of the habits of the British steamship Jlford, bound from every householder on the island will have
sharks, porPQises, and other marine crea- Galveston to Hamburg. The finding of the traps and various brands of poisons worktures. Old wrecks, partially imbedded in body was reported by the chief officer 0£ ing overtime. The boys between eight and
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ing as "a disease and a menace to health 'plate! I know for a fact that when he was
and de<:.~ncy." So much in earnest are going good it was not necessary for him
they that they are preparing a bill for the to pitch any curves. That fast one ,always
next legislature which aims to prohibit the had a beautiful hop on it, and it was impossible to connect with it.
practice.
"Ed Walsh was another great one with
The physicians of Boston do not take the
Leaves $200,000 to Daughter She Abaadoned.
A legacy of $200,000 has been left to matter so seriously. Doctor George B. that spitball of his. I have seen all kinds
Miss Marion Goodale Strong in the will of Shattuck, president of the Massachusetts of wet balls, but Walsh had one which
her mother, who refused absolutely during Medical Society, when asked his opinion of takes the cake."
her life to have anything to do with her the proposed law, said: "My ideas on ' the
Policeman Makes Wonderful Catches.
daughter. Miss Strong is living with Mr. subject are not for public consumption.
Patrolman August Toelke, of the Philaand Mrs. George E. Congdon, former resi- You should go to some more expe.tienced
delphia force, recently entered the class of
dents of Syracuse, at their home near man."
Doctor Walter L. Burrage, secretary of Gabby Street. On a wager he caught three
Trumansburg.
When she was J days old her mother the society, was more explicit. "Of course, baseballs thrown from the nineteenth story
ordered that she be taken from th.e house kissing is not a diseas~" he said. "It is of the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. Five balls
and the parent never willingly saw her a natural act or process; and is not in gen- were thrown in all. Toelke missed the
daughter after that. The girl, talented and era! a menace to health. Indiscriminate first two owing to the wind. The distance
attractive, was an exile from the palatial kissing is liable to pass disease, such as the balls dropped was 290 feet.
home of the Strongs in Babylon, Long tonsilitis, diphtheria, influenza, and certain
Left Moaey Only for Women.
blood diseases. But kissing is essentially a
Island.
After bequeathing $100,opo each to two
The first six years of Marion's life were family practice, and as such cannot be propassed with a relative and no effort' was hiliited by the body politic. • Such a law sisters and a niece and various other sums
made to bring the mother and datlghter to- would be more in place like Germany, to other female relatives, Anna Margaret
gether. M.rs. Strong had declfred her dis- whern everylrody, men and all, kiss indis- Hayes, a wealthy Millbrook woman, said
in her will:
like for the child repeatedly and conse- criminately."
"Any legacy whatever left to any woman
'
quently Marion's name never was· menDid the Cat Steal the Money?
_
should be for her own sole and separate
tioned in the household.
A question that will puzzle the Mercer use forever, and free from the control or
Mrs. Strong, who was a member of the
wealthy Goodale family, of Peconic, L. I., County grand jury as soon as it convenes interference, and not liable for debts of
died April JO in Babylon, leaving a large is whether Mrs. Mary Kercsen, of Trenton, any husband she may ever have."
Mrs. Ha:yes' will was filed for probate.
estate, which s~e inherited from relatives. ' 'N. ]. , stole $z65 from a boarder, as charged,
The property is in the hands oj the execu- or whether a mother cat committed the Her estate 1s valued at $soo,ooo.
tors, · who will render an accounting about theft. Mrs: Kercsen protested her innoAmerican Admirals Praisf: Germany's
September I. Egbert B. Strong, Marion's cence.
Advance.
Resting comfortably in their nest of
father, is living in Babylon. The relaAdmiral Edwards and Commander Todd.
tions between father and daughter are said greenbacks, the missing sum to a dollar,
a litter of kittens was discovered in a who left Berlin recently, homeward bound,
to be friendly.
Although Miss Strong who is 24 years closet in the Kercsen house. The mother via London, expressed b.e fore they left in
old, has been practically homeless since cat sat proudly on bundles of $10 bills an interview their wonder at and admirabirth, she says she never ceased to love watching her offspring. Mrs. Kercsen re- tion of Germany's gre,.at technical advance
in the last decade. They declared they
her mother. Three fruitless attempts were ported the disc9very to the authorities.
were carrying back to America the most
made by her father to bring about a recon,valuable information.
Yoshihito's First Proclamation,
ciliation.
Admiral Edwards was particularly enYoshihito, the emperor of the new era of
Until a few years ago it was supposed
by friends and neighbors that the Strongs Taisei, read his first proclamation befor an thusiastic over the Charlottenburg Techwere childless. The father was a yachts- immense gathering of officials and repre- nical High School.
"It is the most complete I have ever
man and automobilist arld the two usually sentatives of all branches of the service.
seen," he declared. "Its equipment, arThe emperor said:
spent winters in Florida.
"The death of the former emperor has rangement, and plan of study are exerncaused great sorrow to the nation, but the plary. Neither in the United States nor in
New Express Docl~e. ·•
The United States Express Company has · 'throne cannot be left empty and the stat@ England is there anything comparaW!e to it.
raised a novel contention fn answering the administration cannot be neglected, even for We shall take many of its features as an
complaint of :tl.f. Rockefeller. of Sheepshead a day. We, therefore, immediately as- example in the institution which has been
Bay, L. I., before the public service com- cended the throne and will administer the planned for Annapolis for the technical
mission, that he had been overcharged for affairs of the country under the protection education of our marine engineer aspirthe delivery of a box shipped to him from of our imperial ancestors and under the ants."
Admiral Edwards praised the German
St. George, Staten Island. The carrier provisiQns of the constitution.
"In this administration we hope not to system of applying the results of scienasserts that the commission has no jtirisd.iction, as the Staten Island ferryboats pass: be misled. We shall endeavor to sustain tific research to industrial undertakings, and
through New Jersey waters, and the ship- and fur-ther the great work done and un- said he thought that Germany's continuing
industrial developments was the surest
ment accordingly became an interstate ship- dertaken by the former emperor.
"You, our subjects, do your best for your ll'uarantee of peace.
ment, subject only to the jurisdiction of the
country as you did for the former eminterstate commerce commission.
Says Love Stories Will Disappear.
At the offices of the commission, how- peror and be loyal to us."
Of late there has been noticed in Fren'cl1
The proclamation of the new emperor
ever, it was said that assuming that the
ferryboa! passed over waters of New York pays a lengthy tribute to Mutsuhito, the plays and novels a tendency to avoid the
interminable "domestic triangle," which for
B.ay, which are west of the boundary Jim: dead ruler.
;years, in some modification or other, has
be!ween New York. and N~w Jersey, the
been the theme of most French fiction, in
Says Rusie and Walsh Best Pitchers.
shipment would ,not mvolve interstate com"I found during the long time that I was either book or dramatic form, but there has
merce. Under the agreement between the
States of New York and New Jersey, en- in the big league that Amos Rusie and Ed now arisen a French novelist who' prbclaims
·
tered into in 1838 and approved by Con- Walsh were the hardest pitchers for me to a reaction against love itself.
H-e is M. Pierre Hamp, the author of
gress, New York State has exclusive juris:'. hit," says Willie Keeler. "I have gone
diction over all the waters of New York through a season without striking out, and many short stories, who in the preface to
Rusie and Walsh have the distinction of his latest boo!€: declares with a sort of petuBay.
!ant ·ferocity:
making me fan twice in one game.
. .
•
"I have been drawn into writin'g a love
"Amos could shoot them over. He had
These Doctors Say Kissing a Bad Malady.
Kissing is not so serious a malady as the more speed on his curve ball than some of story. It is a miserable job. Th~ intelMilwaukee Physicians' Association would the present day pitchers have on their fast lectual decadence consequent on 'efotic prehave us believe. according to officers of the one. When the big fellow, who was with occupation is beginning to arouse the susMassachusetts Medical Society. The Mil- the Giants, was going right he was a won- picion and disgust of a virile generation.
waukee doctors have declared war on kiss- der. How he could buzz them -Rver the Love stories will disappear like drinking

· fourteen years old ;i.re looking upon the
payment of rat bounty as a lucrative work,
and are determined to make a large part o{
their pocket money from the work.

•

,

NICK CARTER STORIES.
songs. Good form will soon dictate that
one should love as 01Je eats and drinksthat is, as matttr of .cout:se: <1nd without
any ~mot!Qn. L@ve ~s :..interesfing humanity
Jess.dm<:l •lessa. lt: will soon ·.be .considered
as a.o shame fol djsease,:· a ~orf . oj criminal
madness."
· : ·,., .
·
· · -~
;· Piltlbulrh Neqia LaboNn, ·
From"'r!j:,ooo · to: 5,bcio laborihg jobs· are
going begging in Pittsl:i 4.r gh .' There · is
'.1 gr_~Ne~ ~carfi!¥ of uµsk,illep :work~en
111 th1sc. section at present than at any time
sine~ ' tlie' boom of lg07; C6nser\iative est!mat~s· place t~e - .needs of lhe ' v ic!ni~y at
4,000 men, while m some qua rtets tt is asserted :· t!:iat as lfigh as 7,000 additional
laborers could dbtain employment in the
mills, ·manqfactpries, and .railtoads in this
section. ·
· · · , · . v·
·
Within the paSt few wee"ks the ivages
of the laborers have been adv<inced in the
various estabiisliirtei1ts, wllil~'- iti the open
market the qustatfons have adv·a11ced' fr0111
$r.50 t6 , $r.~$· ~ll soli!e' irtst~llc's as high
as $2 a ·day is bemg paid th.e men of brawn
. at the ·rate of 25·-cents an hour.
·
At many of the plants and Industries the
inen who work throu·gh _the...nay are Jiaving
theit envdopes :tattene"d b'y• the ·addition of
overtime. While the whole country and
the en.tire State report a lack of ·1aboters;
the scarcity· of · t11e cjty_ is. aJt ribµted· to the
cutting of the hump and... the n-eed· of men
for street improvements· and to the revival
in business. Another factor in the famine,
railroad officials· sliJ.te"is the-Small Immigration of this counJri th1s year. It is said
the ·major portion of· .the irnmigrlltion · _is
going to· Canada, where the railroads J1ave
iieed- of 50,000 irten fm-· constru. ction •work.

president of the organization ~fter., disposing of his interest.
·: Both Gaffney· and Ward -Were at the
Polo Grounds, and when int<;rviewed . by
reporters, all Mr. ·Ward had to say was
that he had. sold out. It is understood
that M,r. ·Gaffney has bought, or will buy,
the interest held · by Mr. Carr.oil and play
the ownership _game with .a :lone hand. He
e1'p~cts to , go to Boston ~l)ortly and will
become the president of the club.
Asked wpether he intended · to retain
Johnny Kling as ·manager, Mr. Gaffney
said he did. One of his fir.st illOV¢S will
be to try to get new players, and he will
visit Buffalo to have .. a talk wi!h Managers
Dunn, of Baltimore, and Stallipgs, of Buffalo, with a view to picking up young talent.
"I hope to make a success of the club,"
said- Mr. Gaffney, ~~and the only way to do
that is to -hustle. So I ant gomg to . begin
hustling immediately."
,
. John Ward secure<l an option on the Boston club last winter and · at the eleventh
hour he and Messrs. Caffney· and Carroll
became the owners. ·Kling was made managt;r and the team star-ted out well 1 but in
due course ·hit the cellar, where · it · has
stuck fast. It is understood that Ward and
Gaffney didn't agree; 'cin.· matters'' -of ·busf..
ness policy aBE\ ·that for some ~ime it was
~robable that one .would ·buy out the--other.
John Montgomery· Ward will resume his
law practice, which he had .built up cxtensiveJy . prior to beeoming a magnate.
1'Love.
No ~e· Limit."

31
stimulated in youth it causes giants; an
insufficient secretion causes dwarfs.
·"We can feed . dogs on the thyroid secretion, beginning .on ope dog the fi_c-st
month, a.n other the second montb, and so
on, and produce a series of dogs of perfectly graduated sizes. The fi'rst dog, for
example, grows a: dog and a half long and
th~ second two . dogs long.
It: iJ1: lilce .a
fairy story, • ·
.
.
1
' Another gland is the so-called pituitary body, which regul8.tes the growth of
the wide bones. Its stimulation causes a
broadening of the face, jaws, arid ]ointg.,
"I may also mention the · modern .discovery that the mysterious org-an, the pancreas, is identified with the- conversion o f
sugar. · I believe it .will be posaible- heteafter to cure diabetes by removing the
pancreas wholly or in part,"

T t1ed to Mdl Utter In Ph 8ox. Fire apparatus .from two 'fire stl!:tions ·bad
a _long ruli through the -center of Brockton, ¥ass., ltnd '1111 because a womim ' tried
to mail a ' letter in box 3r2, at" Pine anil
;rhatcher Strelltll.. '.fhe tvoJnan : had .ne~t
mailed a letter before, h;i.ying .only ·recentl:r come from Italy. Wl\eq she saw- th.e.
fire apparatus coming dqwn. th~ stree'f'.. at
breakneck spe.ect · sh~ ran · oµt and tri~d to
harld the let1er to one' 6£ the •firemen; .wo11:;
<!_ering all tjle time w~y it was necessa!Y-}·6
l:tave so· much cQ1timot1qn.
·
. : ...·
The woman · convinced the 'police :, ~hat
next time she warited to mail a letter she.
'would· go to the right place. It- was: i:1h~
"Love has )lo age limit," said Walter L. possible to make o~t her name, and it mat:
Hathaway, of Brockton,. . Mass., regarding tefed but little; the al.!t11orities figured. ·.' ·
his approaching- marriage 'to Mis_s Lillian
Johnson, o'f · P'tymouth: whioh, it is said, will
<'.!.
T"
-~ F
H nd. ~~-·N· • ·· -1
take place at Old Orcha_rd, Me. ·Mr. · Hath-vcn 'lowallll
u r~ atlona

Has

Ba°:ks.

awa:y is ·se_ven~y-t\\'.O yea_rl! oJd and l:iis pro~T.h ere are 7,400 'nat1'0.naj ' ba:n"s 1 0·1·n'g·
,,
.
·
,, , ·
·
.pectlve bride. 1s th1rty-n111e.·
J>
u
.. Beans mstead of peef was th~ rerriedy . Mr. Hathaway didn't think it was strange business, with an authorized Cl\pital · of
~uggested ?,Y Doctor R E. Doolittle, t~e that he, at• ·seventy-two, should· want to $1,054,350,534 aiid outstanding circulation
pure foqd . head of .the bur.ea ti of c_h em1s- marry a. "girl . of thirty-nine," and, further- secured by bonds of $72.1,623,148, according
try of the dep'.lr.tm.eht;-of. agndt)tur_e. , . . more, he remarked, ''it's none of anybody's to a statement issued by the secretary of.
"Eat beans. 1f beef 1s too expensive,' said business." ·
the. treasury at Washington.
.
....
D?ctor Doohttle, "Beans ·are the best sub"Isn't thi.s a free country?" he added.
During the month of July th.ei'e were
stltute for beef. One ,shoµld_ ,not eat m~at(_ '"A man has a right to do as he pleases as twenty-eight applications of or.ganiaed, na-.
anyway, more. than once. da!ly. d~pendm~, long as .he b~hpves himself ancl obeys the tional banks r eceived. Eighteen applicauf coyrse,. upo11. the phy~1~11l Nn<t1tion a1\d laws. That. .1_s what I {Im ~Qin$'; and .I tions pending ·' tere ·aPPr<;lved · nnd four reemployment of t!1e P.erson. ~ard workers don't thtnk ·it 15 any one's busmess whether jected . . Sixtee.i l lianks wit~ a total. capital
ne~<!,, 1m.ore mf;lat.· t1111:11 Jhq~.e · tir sedenta.ry I . get mar-r-ied··
stay . single. .I guess I oJ . $4,51,0,000 were authorized. gun.n~ ~he
wo~k. ,ft seem~ to me . the harder a _man, •have a right to get ma fried the ·same as montb...
· . · .·
works and , the .'.lowe~, lp~ wa,,ges .. th~ ~o~cr any QBe-.els.e." -, . .
. .
. '.
. . · Tile stilteme11t of the compttoll~r ()( th.e
meat. he needs. , Meat _1~ pr.otl~m. Protem 1s
Miss Johnson IS' prominent in Plymou.th, .cu!'i:en.cy 'f9r July shows.: the t?tal_:i.mount
st~~ngth. .
.- .
.
.
but it was n<H .known in Brockton until . re- of mitional .bank notes QUtstandmg-_ 1s_$744,But beans are ~1gh 111 protem ·P~t- cently that she and Hathaway were ac- 905,941, .a decrease of . $229,o;;r smee
cepta!Je. . N ot -$:anp,~d '.beans~ _ but bake? quainted. .
July 1. ·
.
.
, ..
bean~ . fl.l'e the bei>t . ..Canned ~ vegetables of
· ·
A statement of comage for Jhe .$onth
all k1J1ds are not as, &:ood as ire.sh.
· ,· : ~ Sin,tng .io lYli\P ti~· We,at- Stt~g. . . of Jµly shows 385,0QO gold piei;:es, vajued
. ''Other ~o6d, . substJtutes ' for.. m~at.', · of
Doctor Johp B. Murphy, of Chicago, at $3,320,°':JO, and 70,tl>O ·half · dollar~, and
high protem value._ are p·eas., all kmds ~f . f<:1mous surgeon, in a cablegram from , Paris, l,('joo,opo dimes.
nuts, cheese, and milk.
· · ·
predicts a i::emarkable future for surgery.
"Mi11f!.~yop, )'111~ nqt . recommending a He sees a cure for diabetes, the prev.ention
lodJan Runner .Gets OvilJiPll•·. ·
veget;.mail diet as the ,..only ilP.~ best diet, of rheum11tism, conversio11 of ·weakly per- . · Andrew .Sockalexis, . the Penobscot Inbut a.s .·' ~ubstitutes tot me11t . . · Sugai:, too, 'sons into strong beings, the making of dian. back from the \Olympic..games at
is he~lt~ifttl. Oattn.e11l ~~igai11 s some ff, t, , dwarfs into' giaµts, and prevention of many ·stockholm, :where he finished fourth in the
but 1:irf~k£ast fqod~; genera!Jy, <:1re mer.e.ly diseases.
Marathon, was tendered a great reception
starc!l,.. Y?,..'. ',.
·
.• .' . . . . . , , ·.·.· . . . • . . .
. Dootor. Murphy's ·attention
was called t.o on his arrival in · his home " city.; ·
.. "'
.. 1 ~- 1·
. ·· · '
.:
.
· ··
· the case, of an English· boy: ·who <lesired
: An ~mtomobile bearing S0ck11Jexis·' and
..,',;; ..J~Jln .,War4 Out _of Base Ball.
to ·enter a 111ilitary school, but 'lacked the his tramer headed a procession of . half· a
A fter a brief career · as a J)aaehall · mag- necessary · height.- · A - surgeon administered hundred· motor · cars and · :a long lme ~
nate,-Jn.1.m M. Ward .is· no loBger ·connec(ed to ·him the thyroid secretion ·of a sheep and people from the railroad station to city-.
witl"t;;~~g11me, He ij0ld hls · interest -in ·t~1e the · boy· grew . two inches- in . two months ..... ha11, whe.re Mayor Stephens and other.
Bqstitn 1 ~tional League Club ,t-0 ·Jam.es M.
!'It is not an unusual case,'1 declared Doc- prominent citizens said words of praise fott
Gaffney, of Boston, who ~inGe tq6 ~lub last tor Murphy, , .".We .are learning. much .about. the athlete. .
,
cha!lg~ J~a.l}ds has been associated .-with the . four mysterious glands which regulate
After ·a gerierat:'reception Sockalexis went
W,anl, ~l.l'.t1 Joseph Cqrroll in th.e owner- the bodls grow.th . .. ,_
.
.
'"
home to· ·b is ttibe, and on cros11tng· the
sh~.I> ' -1Jm-tr.ansactio_n, .tpok elac!: It) th~ ,ofr
"The thyroid gland regulates the g·rowth ferry found the braves linecl up to give
fice ~f:iJW~Y6!h~aJdwin, .. Ward resigning as of · the long. bones. . Whim these are ove'\--..him ~nother welcome.
.. •
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'&'be molt popular publication fo~ boys. The- adventure.& or Frank and D.ick Merriwell can .be had on\}' in this ."!'ee~ly.. ,:, ,IJJch.art
colored covers.

Thirty-two pages.

"

• .

. .. ..

846-Dick .Merrh~ell Looks Ahead; or, Ho.~v Baseball S~:v~d· the
Bank.
847-Dick Merriwell at the Olympics; oi, The Winnipg, Jump
··
·
·· • ·
for America.
848-Dick Merriwell in Stockholm; or, How the Olympic .Hur. : "
··
die Race Was Won. .
849-Dick Merri~ell in the. Swedish S~adi'um; or, How;.·Hea'd, , . .
.' ~
.work W o.n an Olympic Race.
85~D1ck. Mernwefl's .Marathon; or, How the Last Olympic
·
:tllile Brought Victory.
NEW TIP TOI:" ·WEEKLY

I-Frank Merriwell, Junior; or, The Cl\mP QI~. Wincl River. .
2-Fra1ik Merriw!!ll, Junior; or,.The· Game With ~elly's 'Out·
.' :. · '
'
laws.
3-Frank Merriwell, Junior's, Struggle; or, · The Fight With
.
.
Himself.
4-Frank Merriwell,.Junior's, Skill; or, The Wizards' of ' Won- .
.
·
de~
5-Frank Merriwefl, . Junior., i~ · Idaho; or', T:he Bran.d •·Blotters
. ~ . . -.
.
. of B1'1ine County.
6-Frank Merriwell, Juo.ior's, .Close Shave; or, The :'Pfot -That
·
'
· .
Failed.

BILL STORIES

BUFFALO
T~~

For sale by all n!l\l!&dealers.

Price, 5 cents.

834-Dick Merriwell's Enthusiasm; or, The Sophomore< Pitcher's
,
Last Ball.
8JS-Dick Merriwell's Solution; or, The Yale Twirler's Winning
·'
J.ump.
836-Dick Merriwell's Foreign Foe; or, The Discovery of the
,
·Baseball Bqmb.
837-Dick Merriw~ll and the. Carlisle Warriors; or, The .Mystery
of the K1dnaped Pitcher.
.
838-Dick Merriwcll's Battle for the Blue; or, The · Yale Nine at
.
West Point.
.
83!)-DiCk Merriwell's Evidence; or, Yale's Left-handed Victory.
84c>-Dick Meiriwell's Device; or, The Yale Pitcher's New
Curve.
.-;
8.tr-Dick Merrlwell's Prihceton Opponents; or, The Winn fog
Third Strike.
842--Dick Merrjwell's Sixth Sense; or, 'The ' Yale Pitcher's
. Double.
843:-Dick Merriwell's Strange Clew; or, How Harvard Was
.
Outguessed.
•.
~-Dick Merri well Comes Back ; or, How Harvard Lost the
Title.
.
645-Dick Merriwell's Heroic Crew; or, How a Yale Ball
Player1 Won a Boat R,?-ce.

most original stories of Western acjvcnture. The only weekly containing the adventures of the famo.us Buffalo. Bill.
· " ·
,
.a rt colored covers.' T~frty-two big page11. Price, s cents. For sale by all. ne":sdealers.

High

56S--Buffalo Bill on the Mexican Border; or, Pawnee Bill as a 58o-Buffalo Bill and the Apache Dwarfs; or, Pawnee-Bill in the
.
.·
:· '
· San Simon Desert.
Scout Detective.
56!rBuffalo Bill and the Conspirator Captain; or, Pawnee Bill's 581-Buffalo Bill and the Red Rattlers; or, ·Pawnee Bill and the
.
Painted Men.
;.
Discovery of the Lost Heir.
57~Buffalo Bill and the M~sterious Ranchero; or, Pawnee Bill 582-Buffalo Bill's Outlaw Allie's" or Pawnee Bill's Danger
'
,
Trail.
.
on the Twin Brothers Trail.
571-Btlffalo B_il! on the Salt Lake Trail; or, Pawnee Bill a11d 583-Buffalo Bill's Queer Pard; or, PawneC:·Bill and ·the .Fakir.
· · · or, p awnee · B"ll
strange p nsoner.
8 B ffa Io B'll'
· the Prame Pearl.
an d tl1e
1
1 s
d th e 0, ver Ian d 0 ·u·ti ~ws,. or, p awnee B'll
Athl ~te.
1 as ·5 4-:- uIndian
1 an
. .- u,. a1.o B'll
57"----B·'ff
B'll d h M
p ·
·
8 B ff l B'll' D · D
·
a Silent Partner.
573-B4ffalo Bill and th~ Boy Regulators; or, Pawrlee Bill's 5 5- u a 0 1 s a_rmg rover; or; awnee- .1 an t e an
·
from Dead Easy..
~
· 'time! Aid'.
574-Buffalo YBill ~nd the Red. Buzza.rds; or, Pawnee Bill Alone 586-Buffalo Bill's Young Trailer ~ or,,Pawnee .Bin..and the::.Boy
.
from N ~w York.
,
oil the Trail.
575-B1.1ffalo Bill and the Red Butterfly; or,, Pawn~e Bill in the 587-Btiffalo Bill. and the War Ha.wk'; or, Pawnee Bill" and th.e·
.
Five Natw~s.
.
.
,
Enemy's Camp"
576-Bu,ffalo Bill and the Valley Vigilantes; or, Pawn-ee Bill at 5~Buffalo Bill's Strange ·Pursuit; or,. Pawnee Bill · and .:the
.
Canon Centaur.
· .
the Pioneer Post.
1
577-Bu.ffalo Bill and the Stlk Lasso; or, Pawnee Bill's · Mas- 589-Buffalo Bill's Death Trap; or, Pawnee Bill a.nd .. the Comanche Captive.
·
·
.
.
querade.
578-1.luffalo Bill and · tlie Gold Boomers; ·or, Pawnee Bill's 590-Buffalo Bill's Hard, Chase; or, Pawnee Bill and ·the Saddle'
..
.
•
Knight.
Victorious Ambush.
579-Buffalo Bill in Lost Valley; or, Pawnee Bill's Heroic 591-Buffalo Bill in the Black Hills; or, P.awnee Bill ...and the
·
·
Silent Signal.
.
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of our Weeklies and cannot procure them from ;vour news. deal~r• . t e,.,can be
obtained from this office direct. .l<'lll out the toliowtMQrder Bialik· ' ll!lmd tt to
111wtt4 theprlceof the Wee~Ues you ~ant· and W!;lWlll send them to you by returnma!l. POSTAGE STAMPS T~ THE .S~ ~f •• ;..,.. •
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The Nick Carter Weekly
ISSUED EVERY SATURDAY

BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVERS

When it comes to detective stories worth while, the NICK CA;RTER WEEKLY contains the only ones that should
be con·sidered. They are not overdrawn .tales of bloodshed. They rather show t he workings of one of the finest minds
ever conceived by a writer.
·
The name of Nick Carter is familiar all over the world and the stories of his adventures are reaq eagerly by millions,
in twenty different'languages. No other stories have withstood the ·severe test of time so well as those contained in t he
NICK CARTER WEEKLY. It proves conclusively that they are best.
·
·• We give herewith a list o:f all the back numbers in print. You can have your news-dealer order t hem or they will
be sent direct by the publishers to any address upon receipt of the price in money or postage-stamps.
510-The Last of th e Outlaws.
501-The P ri ncess' L ast E fl'ort.
667-T he Air-shaft Spectre.
746-The Secret Ent rance.
5 12- A Bat tle of Wits.
592-The T wo Lost Crit t endens.
668-T he Broken Latch.
747-T he Cavern Myster y.
513- A Game of Five Millions.
593-Miguel, the Avenger .
669-Nick Carter 's Sudden Pe ril. 748- T he Disappea ring Fortune.
5 14-Codma n the P oisoner .
594-Eulalla, t he Bandit Queen. 670-Tbe Ma n with the Missin g 749- A Voice from t he P ast.
515- T be Plot of the P oisoner .
595-The Crystal Mystery.
Thu mb.
752-The Spider 's Web,
516- T he Mech a nical Gian t .
596-A Ba ttle of Wit a nd Sklll. 671-Feltman, t he "Fence."
753-Tbe Ma n With a Crutch .
517- Doris, the Unknow n.
597-Vanderdy ken , the Milliona ire. 672- A Night w it h Nick Carter.
754-The Rajah's Regalia .
519-Ma dge Morley's Ghost .
598- Pa t sy's Vacation Problem.
673-In the Nick of Time.
7 55- Sa ved from Death.
520-An Automobile Myst ery.
599-The King's P risoner .
674- T he Dictat or 's Treasure.
756-The Ma n Inside.
521-Tb e Myst erious S tra n ger .
600-A Woma n t o th e Rescue.
6 75-Pieces of E igh t.
7 57-0ut for Vengeance.
522-Tbe White Arm of a Woman. 601-Nick Carter in J a pa n.
6 76-Behind the Mask.
7 58-The Poison s of E xil!.
G23-Tbe Ma n in the Doorwa y.
-602-Tallka, the 'Geisha Girl.
677-Tb e Green P atch .
759-Tb e Antique Vial.
524--Tbe Plot of the B a r on.
603- By Order of t he Emperor.
678-The D rab Thread .
760-The H ouse of Slumber.
525-The Passenger on the Night 604-The Conv ict' s Secret.
679- The Live-wire Clue.
761-A Double Identity.
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605-The Ma n in the Dark.
6 80-The Vampires of the T ene- 762-"The Mocker's" St rat agem.
526-A Double Myst ery.
606- A n Anarchist Plot .
ment.
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687-The West er velt Option.
770-The Turn of a Ca rd .• ..,
5 38-Th e Seven:headed Monster
614-'L' he Madness of Morgan.
688-T he Va nishing H eiress.
771-A Message in the Dusi:.
5~9-Th e w oma n of the Mask ·
6 15-A Million-dollar H old-up.
6 89-The Birt h of a Myst ery.
772-,-A Royal Flush .
540-The Ma sked Woman's Da ring 616- Nick Carte r's Submarine Clue. 690-A Clue from t he Past .
773-The Metal Casket Myst ery.
Plot
617-Under the F lag of Cha nce. 691-The Red Tria n gle.
774-The Great Buddba Beryl.
543-Black Ma dge's Ven gean ce
61 8-Tbe Case Against Judge Ber- 602-Doctor Quartz Again.
775-The Vanishing Heiress.
5 44-A Tra ed of th F ootlig.hts
na rd.
6 93-The Famous Case of Doctor 776-The Unfinish ed Letter .
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j 619-Down t o th e Grave.
Qua rtz.
777-A Difilcult Trail.
•>45-The a yn l! rd ":oman s Doub e 620-'l' he Fatal J avelin.
694-The Chemical Clue.
77 8-A Six-word Puzzle.
~46-Three Agamst F ifteen.
621-The Gh ost of Ni ck Carte r. 695-Th e Prison Ciph er.
779-Dr. Quartz.
•>47-A Myst er y of Two P assengers. 622- A Stra nge Coinciden ce.
696-A Pupil of Doctor Qu a rtz.
7 80-Dr. Quartz's Oath.
~~9-The House of Secre~s.
623-Pa uline-A Myster y.
69 7-The Midnight Visitor.
781-The F a t e of Dr. Quartz.
00
0-The Lost Jla t]k Presid en t.
6 24-A Woman of Plot s.
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790- Zan oni, th e Witch.
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6 32-Tb e T i me-lock Pu zzle.
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791-A Ven geful Sorce ress.
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792-Th e Prison Demon.
fi 60-The N1h1llst s Second Move. 6 34-The Tiger-t a mer.
711-A Secret from the P ast .
793-'Doctor Qu a rtz on Ea. r th Again.
561-The Brotherhood · of Free 6 35- A Stran ge Bargain.
71 2-Pla )•ing the Last H a nd.
794-Doctor Qu a rtz's Last P lay.
Russia.
6 36--The H a unted Circus.
713-A Sli ck .<\,rticle.
795-Zanoni, the Transfi gured.
562-A White H ou se Myst ery.
6 37- Tbe Sec ret of a Private Room. 714-Th e •.rnxlcab Riddle.
706-Th e Lure of Gold.
563-The Gr eat .. Sify System.
6 38-A Mental. Myst er y.
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716-Tbe Ghost
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646-Three Ti mes Stolen.
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6 47-Th e Gr eat Dia mond Syndicate 723-Th e Rine Room Myst ery.
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cate.
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Grave.
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651-The Affair of the Missing 729-Th e f; tatue Clue;
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7 31-U nder Despera tion's Spur.
811-Nlck Ca rter ·and the Nihilists.
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Gang.
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5 82-Mig non Duprez, the F emale 657- The Black Hand Nemesis. 736-The Toils of a Siren.
814-Th e Tria ngled Coln .
Spy.
6fi8-A Mast erly Trick.
·
737-The Ma rk of a Circle.
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788-A Plot Within a Pl ot .
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818-The Niagara Smugglers.
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662-A Tragedy of t h e Bowery.
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742-The Strani;est Case on Recor d
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